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I Introduction

In modern societies the topic of Computational Intelligence (or Artificial Intelligence (AI) for non-technical people) is well known, but of course to varying degrees. Machines are already present long enough to be understood by everyone at some level depending on the individual. Probably for an average person it is plausible to compare machine intelligence to human intelligence; one possibly expects human or human like behaviour from machines. To be more specific, the expected level of intelligence could depend on the form of existence, just to think of e.g. vending machine vs. humanoid robot. Modeling the way of complex human thinking and complex behaviour sets is currently still far from becoming a reality. Also, developing human like (regarding the outfit) robots can be a dead-end considering the ‘uncanny valley’ effect [47]. A solution for these problems can be the development of behaviour models and robots inspired by ethological studies, where the aim is not to mimic a human, not to copy human behaviour but to model an existing relationship between human and animal. One way to construct a working model is to manually implement behaviour components and strategies based on expert knowledge exactly defining how to achieve different tasks, and what to do in specific situations.

There can be cases when the exact principles of operation are unknown, only the expected results are known. Also there can be scenarios in real life when only the goal to be achieved is specified without giving an exact (step-by-step) method or without defining the correlations of actions and states (e.g. a method is not available). This latter matches the basic idea of reinforcement learning, where the system learns to achieve the goal from scratch without initial knowledge, based only on rewards and punishments given by the environment in a trial-and-error style. In possession of a function which can be used to calculate appropriate rewards, a possible model can be constructed for the specific problem. From the constructed model the incorporated knowledge can be extracted and reused in other (static) systems. A drawback of reinforcement learning methods is that they are ineffective in the case when the dimension count of the possible states and actions are relatively high. This means that applying reinforcement learning for the construction of complex behaviour sets is practically hardly an option.

In this work I introduce novel reinforcement learning methods based on fuzzy inference systems. These new methods can work with only the cardinal correlations supplied (generated), hence there is no need to store derivable or unneeded correlations unlike in traditional fuzzy inference based systems. Furthermore the new methods can automatically construct the required knowledge base in the form of fuzzy rules based on the reward calculation function.

Also I present a novel model for the realization of human-robot interaction inspired by ethological studies along with a framework which operates the model in real-time. In this model the fundamental behaviour components of an agent in a standardized ethological test is realized with a fuzzy rule interpolation based fuzzy automaton.
1.1 Aims of research

One aim of the research was to develop a fuzzy inference based reinforcement learning method which allows the usage of sparse fuzzy rule bases. Secondly to extend this method with the capability of automatic fuzzy rule base construction from scratch.

Furthermore to optimize the incorporated fuzzy rule interpolation method called FIVE, especially for the developed fuzzy inference based reinforcement learning method. First this requires an analysis of the implementation of the FIVE fuzzy rule interpolation method to identify the possible optimizations. Based on the results general implementation optimizations can be suggested, further studying the FIVE fuzzy rule interpolation technique structural and method specific improvements could be made.

Another, somewhat distinct goal was to construct an ethologically inspired system based on fuzzy automata incorporating fuzzy rule interpolation. This system should properly model an already existing standardized ethological test procedure, operated through a corresponding framework.

1.2 Dissertation guide

After the introduction, the second chapter gives an overview on fuzzy set theory and on fuzzy control systems, and an extensive introduction to fuzzy rule interpolation.

In the third chapter a novel method named Fuzzy Rule Interpolation based Q-learning (FRIQ-learning) and its extensions are presented in details. The method itself is explained and demonstrated with an application example. Furthermore this new method, the FRIQ-learning is extended with automatic rule base generation capabilities. First an incremental rule base construction method is introduced, and then another method is presented for reducing the size of the previously incrementally generated rule base. As with the pure FRIQ-learning method, the incremental construction and decremental reduction methods are also demonstrated and evaluated via extended application examples.

The fourth chapter analyses the incorporated fuzzy rule interpolation method called FIVE from the viewpoint of optimization possibilities. After that some techniques are described which can make the FIVE fuzzy rule interpolation method approximately ten times faster with only a neglectable loss in the functionality of the method. Some of the suggested optimizations are general implementation or structural modifications, but one of the optimization strategies was especially developed to be used in conjunction with the FRIQ-learning method presented in the third chapter.

An ethologically inspired model realized with fuzzy rule interpolation based fuzzy automaton is presented in the fifth chapter. The fuzzy automaton models a standardized ethological test, which is an adaptation of the Ainsworth test for dogs [63]. The details of this test are described as well as the sophisticated operating framework with its modules are presented. Some details of the operating rule bases are shown via exact sample rules and example simulation runs. Finally several interfaces (software and hardware) which were developed for this simulation are presented.
II Fuzzy systems and fuzzy rule interpolation

This chapter first gives a short overview on fuzzy set theory and fuzzy systems, then the fundamentals of fuzzy rule interpolation and some of the methods are presented. A specific fuzzy rule interpolation method, the FIVE fuzzy rule interpolation method is described in details, which is incorporated in the work presented further on.

2.1 Fuzzy sets and systems

In the way of human thinking some terms lack of having exact boundaries, e.g. in case of defining the terms for the age of a person one can say young, old, etc. These terms can hardly be described as expected by using simple mathematical tools. E.g. it is obvious to say young for someone who is 18 years old, and old for someone who is aged 70, but in case someone is 35, it is not straightforward whether the person is young or old. Many other examples could be mentioned following the previous scheme, like small, large, low, high, few, lot, etc. Fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh in [71] gives a possible way of mathematical description of such terms. In contrast to conventional sets, where values are whether members or not members of any of the sets, values in fuzzy sets have a certain degree of membership, meaning the values can be just partly members of sets. In [71] a fuzzy set is defined as: a fuzzy set is a continuum of membership grades.

A fuzzy set can be defined by defining its membership function, which determines which values are members, and to what degree in the interval [0, 1]. This membership function fully characterizes a fuzzy set. Theoretically a membership function can be of any kind, but in practice usually some special shapes are being used, because those can be generated and stored much efficiently than an arbitrary shape, e.g. triangle, trapezoidal, bell, sigmoid, Gaussian, etc. See Fig. 1. generated by the ‘mfdemo’ demonstration script in MATLAB [73] for some of the commonly used fuzzy membership functions.

An example definition of a simple fuzzy set defining the term ‘young’ can be written as the following:

\[
young(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \text{age}(x) \leq 20 \\
\frac{(30 - \text{age}(x))}{10}, & \text{if } 20 < \text{age}(x) \leq 30 \\
0, & \text{if } \text{age}(x) > 30 
\end{cases}
\]  

The interesting part in this case is when the age is between 20 and 30, where the degree of membership is neither 0 nor 1. Between 20 and 30 the degree of membership linearly decreases.

Another simple way of defining fuzzy sets is to define its ‘breakpoints’, e.g. a trapezoidal set can be defined like (membership at value): 0 at 60, 1 at 80, 1 at 80, 0 at 100. This is interpreted as: increase the degree of membership from 0 to 1 between values 60 and 80, decrease the degree of membership from 1 to 0 between values 80 and 100.
Or another way can be to define a triangle shaped set is to define its core (where the membership function is 1) and the steepness of both its sides (see ‘trimf’ in Fig. 1. and Fig. 2. for examples of this kind of fuzzy sets).

Opposed to mathematics, where variables have numerical values, in fuzzy systems non-numeric linguistic variables are commonly used to express facts (like age in the previous example). Linguistic variables have their possible linguistic values predefined, e.g. young, old for the linguistic variable of age. A possible example for the linguistic variable age is shown in the followings:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{age} & = \{ \text{child, young, middle-aged, old, very old} \} \\
\text{child} & = \{ 14, 0, 8 \} \\
\text{young} & = \{ 25, 8, 8 \} \\
\text{middle-aged} & = \{ 35, 8, 7 \} \\
\text{old} & = \{ 50, 7, 5 \} \\
\text{very old} & = \{ 80, 5, 0 \},
\end{align*}
\]

where age is the linguistic variable and child, young, middle-aged, old, very old are linguistic values. The generated fuzzy sets based on this description are shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding fuzzy sets in this example are defined as triangle shaped sets, with their core and their steepness on the left and right sides respectively (steepness value 0 can be used to form trapezoidal fuzzy sets). Practically the linguistic values are referring to fuzzy sets. Linguistic values together form a linguistic term set, which correspond to the linguistic variables.

Operations on fuzzy sets can also be performed. Fuzzy triangular norms (t-norm) are generalized operations on fuzzy sets. The basic fuzzy t-norm corresponds to the intersection
set operation, and the basic fuzzy t-conorm (also called s-norm) corresponds to the union set operation. The simplest t-norm is the minimum function (the greatest t-norm), and maximum is the simplest t-conorm (the least t-conorm) [71], also known as s-norm. Several other t-norms and t-conorms exist [11], e.g.: product and probabilistic norm, Łukasiewicz t-norm and t-conorm, drastic product and sum, nilpotent minimum and maximum, etc. A good overview on triangular norms can be found in [45].

Using fuzzy sets, linguistic variables, terms and by defining the relationship between terms fuzzy inference systems (FIS) can be constructed. In a FIS, the form of knowledge representation is in the form of fuzzy rules. Fuzzy rules can be defined in the form of IF-THEN rules. General format of fuzzy rules is the following (predicate then conclusion):

\[
\text{IF } x \text{ is } A \text{ THEN } y \text{ is } B
\]

(2)

The predicate part is also called antecedent part, and the conclusion is also referred as the consequent. For more details and example see [72].

Having the defined linguistic variables, terms, based on the fuzzy rules (fuzzy rule base) a FIS can determine the conclusion for the different observations gathered from the environment (inputs). Various fuzzy reasoning methods exist for the calculation of the conclusion, e.g. the classical Zadeh-Mamdani-Larsen Compositional Rule of Inference (CRI) [72], [44], [42] or the Takagi - Sugeno fuzzy inference [55], [57]. The mentioned fuzzy inference systems must have a full coverage of rules for all the possible observations, so the number of rules in a FIS depends on the number of the used antecedents and linguistic terms.

It is obvious that the observations cannot be directly used in a fuzzy inference system, because a FIS expects fuzzy values as inputs, therefore the inputs have to be processed first. The process of converting a crisp input value to a fuzzy value is commonly referred to as 'fuzzification'. The fuzzy inference engine then calculates a conclusion based on the supplied fuzzy rule base and its data base which contains the membership function definitions. The resulting fuzzy set is then defuzzified (‘defuzzification’ is the process, when the output fuzzy value is converted into a crisp value, which can be then used outside a fuzzy system) and fed back into the system (the process under control). A fuzzy controller is a complete system (see Fig. 3.), which includes all the components to make a fuzzy inference system with real inputs and real outputs. There are fuzzy reasoning methods, where the output of the inference engine is directly a crisp value, hence there is no need for defuzzification. E.g. the zero order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference method [57], where the conclusion is a singleton fuzzy set (constant), therefore it can be used directly without defuzzification. Another way of eliminating the defuzzification step is to use Direct Fuzzy Inference [41], where only real (crisp) data is used both on the input and on the output side. For more general details on the structure of fuzzy controllers see [23] and [29].

The term ‘fuzzification’ is under dispute (M. Sugeno), because ‘fuzzification’ could suggest that fuzzy control systems work by a kind of transformation where ‘defuzzification’ is the inverse of the process.
In the following subchapter the topic of fuzzy rule interpolation will be presented in details. Fuzzy rule interpolation methods allow fuzzy inference systems to work without having a complete rule base. Superseding the need for complete rule bases new possibilities arise in fuzzy controllers.

2.2 Fuzzy rule interpolation

In classical fuzzy reasoning methods (e.g. the Zadeh-Mamdani-Larsen compositional rule of inference [72], [44], [42]), it is obvious that having covering (complete) rule bases is a must.

A traditional fuzzy-rule-based system requires a complete rule base with all of the possible rules set, even though lots of these rules are unimportant from the standpoint of the actual application. A fuzzy rule base is called sparse or incomplete if an observation that does not hit any of the rules in the rule base may exist. Accordingly, there can be observations for which no conclusion can be reached with traditional fuzzy reasoning techniques.

Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (FRI) methods are efficient knowledge-representation structures with relatively few rules. In spite of their good knowledge representation efficiency, their high computational demand makes the FRI methods hardly suitable for embedded real-time applications, for which short reasoning time has a high importance.

On the other hand, in many embedded control application areas, having no conclusion is an avoidable situation. There are some traditional workarounds for such situations in the literature, e.g., applying the last real conclusion instead of the missing one, but these can have some unpredictable side effects. One real solution for the sparse rule base is the application of fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) methods. In this case, the derivable rules are intentionally missing from the rule base, as FRI methods are capable of providing

---

**Fig. 3.** Block diagram of a fuzzy controller
reasonable (interpolated) conclusions even if none of the existing rules fire under the current observation. The rule base of an FRI system is not necessarily complete, so it can contain the most significant fuzzy rules alone without risking the chance of having no conclusion for some of the observations. In this case, since there is an efficient knowledge representation, a considerable amount of unnecessary work can be avoided during the rule base creation.

One of the first FRI techniques was published by Kóczy and Hirota [25]. It is usually referred as the KH method. It is applicable to convex and normal fuzzy (CNF) sets. It determines the conclusion by its $\alpha$-cuts in such a way that the ratio of distances between the conclusion and the consequents should be identical with the ones between the observation and the antecedents for all important $\alpha$-cuts. Later this method was named as the Fundamental Equation of the fuzzy Rule Interpolation (FERI) [3], which is:

$$
d(A^*, A_1) : d(A^*, A_2) = d(B^*, B_1) : d(B^*, B_2),
$$

where $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the antecedent sets of the surround rules, $A^*$ is the observation, $B_1$ and $B_2$ are the consequent sets of the surround rules and $B^*$ is the approximated conclusion. The applied formula can be solved for $B^*$ for relevant $\alpha$-cuts after decomposition.

It is shown in, e.g. in [27], [28] that the conclusion of the KH method is not always directly interpretable as fuzzy set. This drawback motivated many alternative solutions. A modification was proposed by Vass, Kalmár and Kóczy [65] (VKK method), where the conclusion is computed based on the distance of the centre points and the widths of the $\alpha$-cuts, instead of lower and upper distances. VKK method decreases the applicability limit of KH method, but does not eliminate it completely. The technique cannot be applied if any of the antecedent sets is singleton (the width of the antecedent’s support must be nonzero). In spite of the disadvantages, KH is popular because its simplicity that infers its advantageous complexity properties. It was generalized in several ways. Among them the stabilized KH interpolator is emerged, as it is proved to hold the universal approximation property [62], [59]. This method takes into account all flaking rules of an observation in the calculation of the conclusion in extent to the inverse of the distance of antecedents and observation. The universal approximation property holds if the distance function is raised to the power of the input’s dimension.

Another modification of KH is the modified alpha-cut based interpolation (MACI) method [60], which alleviates completely the abnormality problem. MACI’s main idea is the following: it transforms fuzzy sets of the input and output universes to such a space where abnormality is excluded, then computes the conclusion there, which is finally transformed back to the original space. MACI uses vector representation of fuzzy sets and originally applicable to CNF sets [70]. These latter conditions (CNF sets) can be relaxed, but it increases the computational need of the method considerably [61]. MACI is one of the most applied FRI methods [69], since it preserves advantageous computational and approximate nature of KH, while it excludes its abnormality.

Another fuzzy interpolation technique was proposed by Kóczy et al. [26]. It is called conservation of ‘relative fuzziness’ (CRF) method, which notion means that the left (right) fuzziness of the approximated conclusion in proportion to the flanking fuzziness of the
neighboring consequent should be the same as the (left) right fuzziness of the observation in proportion to the flanking fuzziness of the neighboring antecedent. The technique is applicable to CNF sets. An improved fuzzy interpolation technique for multidimensional input spaces (IMUL) was proposed in [68], and described in details in [69]. IMUL applies a combination of CRF and MACI methods, and mixes advantages of both. The core of the conclusion is determined by MACI method, while its flanks by CRF. The main advantages of this method are its applicability for multi-dimensional problems and its relative simplicity.

Conceptually different approaches were proposed by Baranyi et al [3] based on the relation and on the semantic and inter-relational features of the fuzzy sets. The family of these methods applies ‘General Methodology’ (GM); this notation also reflects to the feature that these methods are able to process arbitrary shaped fuzzy sets. The basic concept is to calculate the reference point of the conclusion based on the ratio of the distances between the reference points of the observation and the antecedents. Then, a single rule reasoning method (revision function) is applied to determine the final fuzzy conclusion based on the similarity of the fuzzy observation and an ‘interpolated’ observation. Several methods follow the two-step idea of the GM. For example FRIPOC (Fuzzy Rule Interpolation based on Polar Cuts) by Johanyák and Kovács [16] extends the range of the applicable membership functions types by introducing the concept of polar cuts using a polar coordinate system, LESFRI by Johanyák and Kovács in [17] and [18] preserves the characteristic shape type of the antecedent and consequent partitions by applying the method of least squares, and VEIN [19] solves the task of rule interpolation in the vague environment by the help of the set interpolation method VESI proposed by Johanyák in [20].

Most of the FRI methods share the burden of high computational demand, e.g. the task of searching for the two closest rules surrounding the actual observation, and calculating the conclusion at least in some characteristic α-cuts. Moreover, in some methods, the interpretability of the fuzzy conclusion gained is not straightforward [27]. There have been a lot of efforts to rectify the interpretability of the interpolated fuzzy conclusion [60]. In [3], Baranyi et al. give a comprehensive overview of recent FRI methods. Beyond these problems, some of the FRI methods are originally defined for one dimensional input space and need special extension for the multidimensional case (e.g. [13] and [14]). In [69], Wong et al. give a comparative overview of the FRI methods capable of multidimensional input space. In [13], Jenei introduces an axiomatic treatment of the FRI methods.

The high computational demand, mainly from the search for the two closest surrounding rules to an arbitrary observation in the multidimensional antecedent space, makes many of these methods hardly suitable for real-time applications. Some FRI methods, (e.g. the method introduced by Jenei et al. in [14], FRIPOC [16], LESFRI [17], and VEIN [19]), eliminate the search for the two closest surrounding rules by taking all the rules into consideration, hence speeding up the reasoning process. On the other hand, keeping the goal of constructing a fuzzy conclusion and not simply speeding up the reasoning process; they still require some additional (or repeated) computational steps for the elements of the level set (or at least some relevant α levels). An application-oriented aspect of the FRI, the low computational and resource demand is emerging in the concept of Fuzzy Interpolation.
based on Vague Environment (FIVE). In the following, the implementation details of this method will be studied.

### 2.3 The FIVE fuzzy rule interpolation method

The FIVE (Fuzzy rule Interpolation based on Vague Environment) method was originally introduced in [31], [32] and [33] and it was developed to fulfill the speed requirements of direct fuzzy control. This case the conclusions of the fuzzy controller are applied directly as control actions in a real-time system, so the concept of the FIVE method is an application oriented aspect of the FRI techniques. Most of the control applications serve crisp observations and requires crisp conclusions from the controller. Adopting the idea of the vague environment (VE) [24], FIVE can handle the antecedent and consequent fuzzy partitions of the fuzzy rule base by scaling functions [24] therefore it can turn the task of fuzzy interpolation to crisp interpolation. The idea of a vague environment is based on the similarity or in other words the indistinguishability of elements. In a vague environment the fuzzy membership function \( \mu_{\alpha}(x) \) is indicating the level of similarity of \( x \) to a specific element \( a \) which is a representative or prototypical element of the fuzzy set \( \mu_A(x) \), or it can be interpreted as the degree to which \( x \) is indistinguishable from \( a \) [24] (see e.g. on Fig. 4.).

![Fig. 4. The \( \alpha \)-cuts of \( \mu_{\alpha}(x) \) contain the elements that are \((1-\alpha)\)-indistinguishable from \( a \), where \( A \) is a fuzzy set and \( B \) is a singleton fuzzy set.](image)

Two values in a vague environment are \( \varepsilon \)-distinguishable if their distance is greater than \( \varepsilon \), where the distances are weighted distances. The weighting factor or function is called scaling function [24]:

\[
\delta_s(x_a,x_b) = \int_{x_a}^{x_b} s(x) \, dx \leq \varepsilon .
\]  

(4)

where \( \delta_s(x_a,x_b) \) is the scaled distance of the values \( x_a, x_b \) and \( s(x) \) is the scaling function on \( X \).

The scaling function serves the purpose of describing the shapes of the fuzzy sets in the partition. After determining the vague environment of both the antecedent and consequent part universes (the scaling function or at least the approximate scaling function [31], [33]), every member set of the fuzzy partition can be characterized by points in that vague
environment (for example see the exact scaling function $s$ in Fig. 5., and also see the approximated scaling function $s$ shown in Fig. 6.). Trapezoidal shaped fuzzy sets can also be constructed from two triangle shaped sets, both having zero steepness on the flanking sides (see e.g. Fig. 7.).

![Diagram](image1)

**Fig. 5.** A Ruspini fuzzy partition (fuzzy sets $A$-$\Delta$) and its scaling function $s(x)$ on the universe of discourse $X$

![Diagram](image2)

**Fig. 6.** A fuzzy partition ($A$, $B$), its approximate scaling function $s(x)$, and the corresponding approximated partition ($A'$, $B'$) on the universe of discourse $X
Fig. 7. A trapezoidal membership function composed from two triangle shaped membership functions

Fig. 8. Interpolation of two fuzzy rules (R_k: A_i → B_i), by the Shepard operator based FIVE, and for comparison the min-max CRI with COG defuzzification

Fig. 8. presents an example of a one dimensional antecedent and consequent system with two fuzzy rules. Therefore if the observation is a singleton, any crisp interpolation, extrapolation, or regression method can be adapted very simply for FRI [31], [33]. In the method FIVE because of its simple multidimensional applicability, the Shepard operator based interpolation (first introduced in [54]) was adapted (see e.g. on Fig. 8.).

To be more precise, if there are singleton rule consequents (c_k), the fuzzy rules R_k have the following form:

\[
\text{If } x_1 = A_{k,1} \text{ And } x_2 = A_{k,2} \text{ And } \ldots \text{ And } x_m = A_{k,m} \text{ Then } y = c_k
\]  

(5)

Adapting the VE concept and the scaling-function-based similarity calculation to the Shepard-operator-based interpolation, the conclusion of the interpolative fuzzy reasoning can be obtained as [34]:
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\[ y(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{r} c_k / \delta_{s,k}}{\left( \sum_{k=1}^{r} 1 / \delta_{s,k} \right)^{1/2}} & \text{if } x = a_k \text{ for some } k, \\ \text{otherwise.} & \end{cases} \]  

(6)

where \( \lambda > 0 \) and \( \delta_{s,k} \) are scaled distances:

\[ \delta_{s,k} = \delta_s(a_k, x) = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \int_{a_{k,i}}^{x_i} s_{x_i}(x_i) \, dx_i \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}. \]  

(7)

and \( s_{x_i} \) is the \( i \)th scaling function of the \( m \) dimensional antecedent universe, \( x \) is the \( m \) dimensional crisp observation, and \( a_k \) are the cores of the \( m \) dimensional fuzzy rule antecedents \( A_k \).

The consequent and antecedent sides of the vague environment can be also precalculated and cached, which provides the promptness of the method. Beyond the simplicity and therefore the high reasoning speed, the original FIVE method has obvious drawbacks: the lack of the fuzziness on the observation and on the conclusion side.

The explanation is that this deficiency is inherited from the nature of the applied vague environment, which describes the indistinguishability of two points and therefore the similarity of a fuzzy set and a singleton only. The lack of the fuzziness on the conclusion side has a small influence on common applications where the next step after the fuzzy reasoning is the defuzzification. On the other hand, the lack of the fuzziness on the observation side can restrict applicability of the method. Moreover an extension of the original FIVE method was suggested in [34], where the question of the fuzzy observation is handled by merging vague environments of the antecedent universes and the fuzzy observation. An implementation of FRI FIVE as a component of the FRI MATLAB Toolbox [15] can be downloaded from [75].
III Fuzzy Rule Interpolation-based Q-learning

This chapter presents a novel reinforcement learning method based on fuzzy rule interpolation. First, reinforcement learning and one popular learning algorithm, the Q-learning is presented briefly before the discussion of the developed FRI-based Q-learning algorithm (introduced in: [82], [81], [84] and [90]).

3.1 Reinforcement learning

The strength of reinforcement learning lies in the fact that it does not specify how to solve a particular problem, instead the final goal is defined. So it focuses on what to do not how to do. The primary ideas of reinforcement learning techniques (dynamical system state and the idea of ‘optimal return’ / ‘value’ function) are inherited from optimal control, Markov decision processes and dynamic programming [4]. Reinforcement learning techniques are a kind of trial-and-error style techniques adapting to dynamic environment via incremental iterations, without the need for training the system with pre-fabricated examples like with supervised learning methods.

The basic components of reinforcement learning are: states, actions, rewards, and policy. The ‘states’ are for describing the possible values of the state variables of an agent. The ‘actions’ refers to a set of the possible actions the agent can choose from. The ‘rewards’ supply the goodness value of the chosen action taking the agent to a new state. The ‘policy’ is the description of the agent behaviour, in the form of mapping between the agent states and the corresponding suitable actions. It determines which action should be chosen by the agent in the various possible states for achieving the highest possible reward.

Finding an optimal policy by building the state-value- or action-value-function is a common goal of the reinforcement learning strategies [56]. The state-value-function $V_\pi(s)$, is a function of the expected return (a function of the cumulative reinforcements), related to a given state $s \in S$ as a starting point, following a given $\pi$ policy. These rewards (reinforcements) are the expression of the desired goal of the learning agent as a kind of evaluation following the previous action (in spite of the instructive manner of error feedback based approximation techniques, like the gradient descent optimization). The action-value function $Q_\pi(s,a)$ is a function of the expected return, in case of taking action $a \in A_s$ in a given state $s$, and then following a given policy $\pi$. Having the action-valuefunction, the optimal (greedy) policy, which always takes the optimal (the greatest estimated value) action in every state, can be constructed as [56]:

$$\pi(s) = \arg \max_{a \in A_s} Q_\pi(s,a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Namely for estimating the optimal policy, the action-value function $Q_\pi(s,a)$ is needed to be approximated. The function is learned based on rewards or punishments (negative rewards) given by the environment on the goodness of the selected action in the given observable state. Having a complex task to adapt, both the number of possible states and the
number of the possible actions could be an extremely high value. This implies the problem that it takes a considerable amount of computing resources and computation time, which is a significant drawback of reinforcement learning; however there are some cases where a distributed approach with continuous reward functions can reduce these resource needs \[21\]. Generally reinforcement learning methods can lead to results in practically acceptable time only in relatively small state and action spaces.

A common problem regarding the construction of the optimal policy is finding an acceptable balance between exploration and exploitation. For achieving high rewards it is straightforward to use those actions, which were proved to be highly efficient before. Following this principle rewards could be high, but the search for other possible better actions is omitted. A way to increase exploration is to use delayed rewards. In this case rewards are given only after completing several actions taking through several states. This could result in a final reward which is higher than the actual policy would suggest using immediate rewards.

For solving reinforcement learning problems (finding the optimal policy) a commonly used algorithm is the Temporal Difference learning (TD-learning) \[56\], which does not need to have a model of the environment. TD-learning can estimate the value updates without having the value of the final reward (without the agent reaching the end condition), when the final reward is available the value updates are backpropagated (a neural network can be used for backpropagation, like in the case with TD-Gammon \[58\]). The most widely used variations of the TD-learning are Q-learning \[67\] and SARSA (originally entitled ‘modified Q-learning’) \[53\]. Q-learning is an off-policy, SARSA is an on-policy TD-learning variation. On-policy algorithms must follow their policy therefore those can only learn from the current policy being learned. In contrast, off-policy strategies can profit from actions selected not conforming to the currently learned policy. Hence off-policy strategies are more versatile from the viewpoint of exploration.

Furthermore with the introduction of fuzzy models, the discrete Q-learning can be extended to continuous state and action space, which in case of suitably chosen states can lead to the reduction of the size of the state-action space \[35\].

### 3.2 Q-learning and Fuzzy Q-learning

As Q-learning \[67\] is considered to be the most popular reinforcement learning method \[52\], it is plausible to choose it for further study and extension possibilities. The purpose of the Q-learning is finding the fixed-point solution Q of the Bellman Equation \[4\] through iteration. In discrete environment Q-Learning \[66\], the action-value-function is approximated by the following iteration:

\[
Q_{i,u} \approx \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k+1} = \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k} + \Delta \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k+1} = \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k} + \alpha_{i,u}^{k} \cdot \left( g_{i,u,j} + \gamma \cdot \max_{v \in U} \tilde{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1} - \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k} \right) \tag{9}
\]

\(\forall i \in I, \forall u \in U\), where \(\tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k+1}\) is the \(k+1\) iteration of the action-value taking the \(u^{th}\) action \(A_u\) in the \(i^{th}\) state \(S_i\), \(S_j\) is the new \((j^{th})\) observed state, \(g_{i,u,j}\) is the observed reward completing
the \( S_j \rightarrow S_j \) state-transition, \( \gamma \) is the discount factor and \( \alpha_{i,a}^k \in [0,1] \) is the step size parameter (which can change during the iteration steps), \( I \) is the set of the discrete possible states and \( U \) is the set of the discrete possible actions. Many solutions exist [2], [6], [8], [12] for applying this iteration to continuous environment by adopting fuzzy inference (Fuzzy Q-Learning). Traditionally the simplest FQ-Learning, the 0-order Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference model is the most common. Therefore in this work this one is studied (a slightly modified, simplified version of the Fuzzy Q-Learning introduced in [2] and [12]). In this case, for characterizing the value function \( Q(s,a) \) in continuous state-action space, the order-0 Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System approximation \( \tilde{Q}(s,a) \) is adopted in the following manner:

**If \( s \) is \( S_i \) And \( a \) is \( A_u \) Then**

\[
\tilde{Q}(s,a) = Q_{i,u}, \ i \in I, u \in U,
\]

(10)

where \( S_i \) is the label of the \( i^{th} \) membership function of the \( n \) dimensional state space, \( A_u \) is the label of the \( u^{th} \) membership function of the one dimensional action space, \( Q_{i,u} \) is the singleton conclusion and \( \tilde{Q}(s,a) \) is the approximated continuous state-action-value function. Having the approximated state-action-value function \( \tilde{Q}(s,a) \), the optimal policy can be constructed by function (8). Setting up the antecedent fuzzy partitions to be Ruspini partitions, the order-0 Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference forms the following approximation function:

\[
\tilde{Q}(s,a) = \sum_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N} I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_N, U \prod_{n=1}^{N} \mu_{i_n,n}(s_n) \cdot \mu_{u}(a) \cdot q_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N,u}
\]

(11)

where \( \tilde{Q}(s,a) \) is the approximated state-action-value function, \( \mu_{i_n,n}(s_n) \) is the membership value of the \( i_n \) th state antecedent fuzzy set at the \( n \) th dimension of the \( N \) dimensional state antecedent universe at the state observation \( s_n \), \( \mu_{u}(a) \) is the membership value of the \( u \) th action antecedent fuzzy set of the one dimensional action antecedent universe at the action selection \( a \), \( q_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N,u} \) is the value of the singleton conclusion of the \( i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N,u \) th fuzzy rule. Applying the approximation formula of the Q-learning (9) for adjusting the singleton conclusions in (11), leads to the following function:

\[
q_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N,u}^{k+1} = q_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N,u}^{k} + \prod_{n=1}^{N} \mu_{i_n,n}(s_n) \cdot \mu_{u}(a) \cdot \Delta \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k+1} = \\
= q_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_N,u}^{k} + \prod_{n=1}^{N} \mu_{i_n,n}(s_n) \cdot \mu_{u}(a) \cdot \alpha_{i,u}^k \cdot (g_{i,u,j} + \gamma \cdot \max_{v \in U} \tilde{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1} - \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k})
\]

(12)
where $q_{i_1,\ldots,i_N}^{k+1}$ is the $k+1$ iteration of the singleton conclusion of the $i_1,\ldots,i_N$th fuzzy rule taking action $A_u$ in state $S_i$. $S_j$ is the new observed state, $g_{i,u,j}$ is the observed reward completing the $S_i \rightarrow S_j$ state-transition, $\gamma$ is the discount factor and $\alpha_a \in [0,1]$ is the step size parameter. The $\mu_{i,u}(s_a)$ is the partial derivative of the conclusion of the 0-order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference $\bar{Q}(s,a)$ with respect to the fuzzy rule consequents $q_{a,i}$ according to (11), required for the applied steepest-descent optimization method. The $\bar{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1}$ and $\bar{Q}_{j,v}^{k}$ action-values can be approximated by equation (11).

### 3.3 The FIVE FRI-based Q-learning

Replacing the zero-order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model of the FQ-learning with the FIVE model leads to the proposed FRIQ-learning method.

Introducing the FIVE FRI in Q-learning gives the possibility of omitting rules (action-state values) from the rule base and gaining the potentiality of applying the proposed method in higher state dimensions with a reduced rule-base sized action-state space. An example for effective rule base reduction by FRI FIVE in a given situation is introduced in [36].

The FIVE FRI based fuzzy model in case of singleton rule consequents [34] can be expressed by the following formula:

$$
\bar{Q}(s,a) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
q_{i_1,\ldots,i_N} & \text{if } x = a_k \text{ for some } k, \\
\left( \sum_{k=1}^r q_{i_1,\ldots,i_N} / \delta_{s,k}^i \right) \left( \sum_{k=1}^r 1 / \delta_{s,k}^i \right) & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{array} \right.
$$

where the fuzzy rules $R_k$ have the form:

If $x_1 = A_{k,1}$ And $x_2 = A_{k,2}$ And $\ldots$ And $x_m = A_{k,m}$ Then $y = c_k$, \hspace{1cm} (14)

$\delta_{s,k}$ is the scaled distance:

$$
\delta_{s,k} = \delta_k(a_k, x) = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^m \left( \int_{s_{k,i}} s_{X_i} (x_i) dx_i \right)^2 \right]^{1/2},
$$

and $s_{X_i}$ is the $i$th scaling function of the $m$ dimensional antecedent universe, $x$ is the $m$ dimensional crisp observation and $a_k$ are the cores of the $m$ dimensional fuzzy rule antecedents $A_k$.

Applying the FIVE FRI method with singleton rule consequents (13) to be the model of the state-action-value function, we get:
\[
\tilde{Q}(s,a) = \begin{cases}
I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_N, U & \text{sum} \\
\sum_{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_N, U} (1/\delta_{s,k}) \left( \sum_{k=1}^{r} 1/\delta_{s,k} \right) \cdot q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N} u & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

if \( x = a_k \) for some \( k \),

(16)

where \( \tilde{Q}(s, a) \) is the approximated state-action-value function.

The partial derivative of the model consequent \( \tilde{Q}(s, a) \) with respect to the fuzzy rule consequents \( q_{u,i} \), required for the applied fuzzy Q-learning method (12) in case of the FIVE FRI model from (16) can be expressed by the following formula (according to [39]):

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{Q}(s, a)}{\partial q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N} u} = \begin{cases}
1 & \text{if } x = a_k \text{ for some } k, \\
(1/\delta_{s,k}) \left( \sum_{k=1}^{r} 1/\delta_{s,k} \right) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(17)

where \( q_{u,i} \) is the constant rule consequent of the \( k^{th} \) fuzzy rule, \( \delta_{s,k} \) is the scaled distance in the vague environment of the observation, and the \( k^{th} \) fuzzy rule antecedent, \( \lambda \) is a parameter of Shepard interpolation (in case of the stable multidimensional extension of the Shepard interpolation it equals to the number of antecedents according to [62]), \( x \) is the actual observation, \( r \) is the number of the rules.

Replacing the partial derivative of the conclusion of the 0-order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference (12) with the partial derivative of the conclusion of FIVE (17) with respect to the fuzzy rule consequents \( q_{u,i} \) leads to the following equation for the Q-Learning action-value-function iteration:

if \( x = a_k \) for some \( k \):

\[
q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N}^{k+1} = q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N}^{k} + \Delta \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k+1} = q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N}^{k} + \alpha_{i,u} \cdot \left( g_{i,u,j} + \gamma \cdot \max_{v \in U} \tilde{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1} - \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k} \right)
\]

otherwise:

\[
q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N}^{k+1} = q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N}^{k} + \prod_{n=1}^{N} (1/\delta_{s,k}) \left( \sum_{k=1}^{r} 1/\delta_{s,k} \right) \cdot \Delta \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k+1} = q_{i_1 i_2 \cdots i_N}^{k} + \prod_{n=1}^{N} (1/\delta_{s,k}) \left( \sum_{k=1}^{r} 1/\delta_{s,k} \right) \cdot \alpha_{i,u} \cdot \left( g_{i,u,j} + \gamma \cdot \max_{v \in U} \tilde{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1} - \tilde{Q}_{i,u}^{k} \right)
\]

(18)
where $q_{i_1\ldots i_n}^{k+1}$ is the $k+1$ iteration of the singleton conclusion of the $i_1i_2\ldots i_n$th fuzzy rule taking action $A_u$ in state $S_i$, $S_j$ is the new observed state, $g_{i,u,j}$ is the observed reward completing the $S_i \rightarrow S_j$ state-transition, $\gamma$ is the discount factor and $\alpha_{iu}^k \in [0,1]$ is the step size parameter.

As in the previous chapter the $\tilde{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1}$ and $\tilde{Q}_{i,a}^k$ action-values can be approximated by equation (18), which now uses the FIVE FRI model.

### 3.3.1 Application example for presenting FIVE-based Q-learning

As a benchmark for the proposed FRI based Q-learning method, the well known cart-pole (reversed pendulum) problem is chosen as an application example in this work. An implementation by José Antonio Martin H. which uses SARSA [53] (a Q-learning method) in discrete space is freely available from [74]. In order to make the comparison easier, the application example introduced in [74] was extended to adapt the FIVE FRI model.

For easier comparability purposes in the application example, the discrete Q-learning, and the proposed FRIQ-learning had the same state-action space resolution. In the discrete case the resolution means the number of the discrete cases, in the fuzzy model case, these are the cores of the fuzzy sets in the antecedent fuzzy partitions.

The example program runs through episodes, where an episode means a cart-pole simulation run. The goal of the application is to move the cart to the center position while balancing the pole. Maximum reward is gained when the pole is in vertical position and the cart is on the center position mark. An episode is considered to be successfully finished (gains positive reinforcement in total) if the number of iterations (steps) reaches one thousand while the pole stays up without the cart crashing into the walls. Otherwise the episode is considered to be failed (gains negative reinforcement in total).

Some sample rules from the rule base used for calculating the $q$ values can be seen in Table 1. The rule antecedent variables are the following: $s_1$ – shift of the pendulum, $s_2$ – velocity of the pendulum, $s_3$ – angular offset of the pole, $s_4$ – angular velocity of the pole, $a$ – compensation action of the cart. The linguistic terms used in the antecedent parts of the rules are: Negative (N), Zero (Z), Positive (P), the multiples of three degrees in [-12,12] degree interval (N12, N9, N6, N3, Z, P3, P6, P9, P12) and for the actions: from negative to positive in one tenth steps (AN10-AP10, Z). For the easier comparison purposes, the above resolution of the state-action spaces are the same as the resolutions of the discrete Q-learning implementation selected as the reference example (introduced in [74]). The consequents ($q$) are initialized with zero values. These values will be then updated while learning according to (18). The fuzzy rules are defined in the following form:

\[ R_i: \]

\[ \text{If } s_1 = A_{1,i} \text{ and } s_2 = A_{2,i} \text{ and } s_3 = A_{3,i} \text{ and } s_4 = A_{4,i} \text{ and } a = A_{5,i} \text{ Then } q = B_i \]

(19)
Table 1. Sample rules from the ‘q calculation’ rule base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>s₁</th>
<th>s₂</th>
<th>s₃</th>
<th>s₄</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0001</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0512</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N3</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2268</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Rules which have weights greater than 0.01 in case of a specified observation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>s₁</th>
<th>s₂</th>
<th>s₃</th>
<th>s₄</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>w</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0013</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.020319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0054</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>0.026501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0055</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.162300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0056</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>0.026501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0097</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N6</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.020319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0432</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>0.010130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0433</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.029851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0434</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>0.010130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1147</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.021033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1188</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>0.027540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1189</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.175810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1190</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>0.027540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1231</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N6</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.021033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>0.010398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1567</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>0.031080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1568</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>0.010398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For testing and validation purposes the randomized action selection (see [74]) (state-action space exploration) was disabled temporarily. With using the same state descriptors with both the original [74] and FRIQ-learning version the results were exactly the same as expected (the state variables hit exactly the cores of the fuzzy sets at the antecedent side, hence the value of the derivative – weight of the rule – was equal to 1).

In continuous environment there are so many states that exploring the whole universe could require tremendous amount of computing power and time. In order to get a useable result in acceptable time but to use the extended capabilities of FRI based Q-learning, one more state value was added to the states [74]. The shift values (s₁) which were originally -1 and 1 are now extended with a new, zero value: -1, 0, 1. The rest of the rule base remained the same as with the two states, hence handling the new 0 value in s₁ is the job of the FRI...
based fuzzy inference model. The results of the simulation with the original and the extended $s_I$ values can be seen on Fig. 9. and Fig. 10. Fig. 9. shows how many iteration steps could the cart survive both with the original two $s_I$ state values (red) and the extended three $s_I$ values (green). Fig. 10. shows the cumulated rewards in each iteration cycle (red: two $s_I$ states, green: three $s_I$ states). The figures show that both versions learn a suitable state-action-value function, and the one with three $s_I$ states gives better results at first, but converges slower. Table 2. shows the weights of rule consequent ($q$) updates in case of a specified observation with the new $s_I$ state: $s_I = Z$, $s_2 = N$, $s_3 = N9$, $s_4 = N$, $a = AP2$. There are a lot of rules with so small weights that they do not affect the $q$ values considerably, hence only the rules with weights more than 0.01 are shown on Table 2. Except $s_I$ all of the antecedents hit exactly the cores of the fuzzy sets. The two heaviest rules are typesetted bold, and it can be clearly seen that with using FIVE the rule updates are positive and negative with nearly the same frequencies (requiring the missing zero value).

With the introduction of FIVE FRI in Q-learning instead of discrete state-action spaces, continuous spaces could be applied. Applying continuous spaces can lead to better resolution providing more precise description of the state-action pairs. The application example and the numerical results prove that the proposed FRI model based method performs similarly to the discrete solution in case of the same action-state resolution and circumstances. Even if in this case the FRI based Q-learning performs in a similar way to the discrete solution, it holds the potentialities of action-state space (i.e. rule base in FRI case) reduction.

![Fig. 9. Steps survived with the original two states (red) and with the extended three states (green).](image)

**Fig. 9.** Steps survived with the original two states (red) and with the extended three states (green).
3.4 Incremental rule base creation with FRIQ-learning

Towards achieving the fuzzy rule base size-reduction, an incremental rule base creation strategy is suggested. This method (also introduced in [81] and [84]) simply increases the number of the fuzzy rules by inserting new rules in the required positions (for an example see Fig. 11.). Instead of initially building up a full rule base with the conclusions of the rules \((q\) values) set to a default value, only a minimal sized rule base is created with \(2^{N+1}\) fuzzy rules at the corners of the \(N+I\) dimensional antecedent (state-action space) hypercube. Similarly like creating Ruspini partitions with triangular shaped fuzzy sets in all the antecedent universes (see Fig. 11/1.). In cases when the action-value function update (18) is high (e.g. greater than a preset limit \(\epsilon_Q: \Delta \tilde{Q} > \epsilon_Q\)), and even the closest existing rule to the actual state is farther than a preset limit \(\epsilon_s\), then a new rule is inserted to the closest possible rule position (see Fig. 11/1.). The possible rule positions are gained by inserting a new state among the existing ones \((s_{k+1}=s_k, \ \forall k > i, \ s_{s+1}=\frac{s_i+s_{i+2}}{2}\), see e.g. in Fig. 11/2.). In case if the update value is relatively low \((\Delta \tilde{Q} \leq \epsilon_Q\), or the actual state-action point is in the vicinity of an already existing fuzzy rule, then the rule base remains unchanged (only the conclusions of the corresponding rules will be updated). The next step is to update the \(q\) value, done regarding to the FRIQ-Learning method according to the equation (18) as it was discussed earlier.

Selecting a new rule position could be difficult in case of having many dimensions. To simplify the new rule position calculation it is practical to handle the dimensions separately and choose a position not in the \(n\)-dimension space, but in simple vectors for each of the \(n\) dimensions. Then use the selected values in the vectors for the position in the \(n\)-dimensional space.
Fig. 11.

1. The next approximation of $Q$ at $s_i$: $\tilde{Q}_{(s)}^{k+1}$.

2. A new fuzzy rule should be inserted at $s_{i+1}$.

3. Next approximation, with a new rule inserted, and value updated according to (18)
This way the resulting action-value function will be modeled by a sparse rule base which contains only the fuzzy rules which seem to be most relevant in the model. Applying the FIVE FRI method, as stated earlier, allows the usage of sparse rule bases which could result in saving a considerable amount of computational resources and reduced state space.

### 3.4.1 Application example for the incremental rule base construction

The notorious Q-learning demonstration application, the cart-pole (reversed pendulum) problem is used again for demonstration purposes as a benchmark for the proposed incremental rule-base building FRIQ-learning method. In order to make the benchmarking simple and comparable, the previous application example of FRIQ-learning was modified to make use of the introduced FIVE FRI based rule-base size reduction method. For the easier comparability purposes, in the application example the discrete Q-learning and the proposed reduced rule-base FRIQ-learning had the same resolution of state-action space. Resolution in case of a discrete model means the number of the discrete cases, in the fuzzy model case these are the number of the cores of the fuzzy sets in the antecedent fuzzy partitions.

The rules of the initial rule base used for calculating the $q$ values (set to zero initially) are shown in Table 3. The rule antecedent variables are the following: $s_1$ – shift of the pendulum, $s_2$ – velocity of the pendulum, $s_3$ – angular offset of the pole, $s_4$ – angular velocity of the pole, $a$ – compensation action of the cart. Five antecedent variables in total, hence the 32 rules (corners of a 5-dimensional hypercube). The linguistic terms used in the antecedent parts of the rules are: Negative (N), Zero (Z), Positive (P), the multiples of three degrees in $[-12, 12]$ degree interval (N12, N9, N6, N3, Z, P3, P6, P9, P12) and for the actions: from negative to positive in one tenth steps (AN10-AP10, Z), 21 in total.

For the sake of simpler comparison purposes the above resolution of the state-action spaces are the same as the resolution of the discrete Q-learning implementation selected as the reference example (see [74]). The consequents ($q$) are initialized with zero values. These values will be then updated while learning according to (18), when the difference of the current and previous $q$ value is considered small. In the opposite case, when the difference is considered large, then the program calculates a new rule position where the new $q$ value should be stored. If the new rule position does not already exits, then it will be inserted into the rule base, otherwise the consequent of the rule and its surrounding rules will be updated like in the case when the $q$ difference is considered small.

Calculation of the new position of a rule is done in the following manner: possible positions are stored separately for each state space and the action state. These vectors are initialized with the possible state/action values. Minimally the start and the end positions of the interval are required, but additional hints can be given to get faster results. When an observation falls close to an existing rule then that existing rule will be updated. Else when the observation falls into the vicinity of the midst of the segment connecting two neighbouring values, a new possible state is registered in the midst of the segment, and that will be the place of the new rule in the corresponding dimension.
Table 3. Rules of the initial Q value calculation rule base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>$s_1$</th>
<th>$s_2$</th>
<th>$s_3$</th>
<th>$s_4$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fuzzy rules are defined in the same form as in (19). The built-in randomized action selection (see [74]) (state-action space exploration) was disabled temporarily for testing and validation reasons.

The comparison of the results of the original discrete method simulation and the FRIQ-learning method using incremental rule-base creation is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. Fig. 12 shows the number of iteration steps the cart could survive both with the original discrete method (red) and the FRIQ-learning method (green) while Fig. 13 shows the cumulated rewards in each iteration. These figures show that both versions learn a suitable state-action-value function, and the FRIQ-learning version gives better results at first, but converges slower.

![Fig. 12. Survived steps per episode: original discrete method – red line, FRIQ-learning method – green line](image1)

![Fig. 13. The cumulative rewards per episode: original discrete method – red line, FRIQ-learning method – green line](image2)
The blue curve in Fig. 14. shows the number of fuzzy rules in the rule base. Starting with the initial 32 rules, the size of the rule base quickly rises through the episodes, stabilizing at 182 rules. A higher rate of rule insertion can be observed (magenta coloured curve in Fig. 14.) till the first successful episode, then the insertion rate drops approximately to the third of the previous rate, then stays constant while all the episodes will be successful. For describing the original discrete states 2268 rules would be needed, but the same result can be achieved with only 182 rules.

![Graph showing the number of rules per episode](image)

**Fig. 14.** The number of rules per episode – blue line
The difference in rule numbers per episode – magenta line

### 3.5 Decremental rule base reduction with FRIQ-learning

The previously completed incrementally constructed rule-base possibly contains rules which were only significant during the construction process itself, but meanwhile their importance lowered in the final rule-base. There can be rules which were superseded by other much ‘stronger’ or near equal but different rules. Also there can be rules which are redundant (can be calculated by using interpolation – see FRI in Chapter II.) in the finished rule base. It is possible to find and remove these rules from the rule base automatically by using a decremental rule base reduction strategy presented in the followings.

According to the Bellman equation \[4\] (9) only the highest of the possible Q values for the next \((k+1)\)th iteration step is used in the calculation of the next (currently approximated) Q value:

\[
\max_{v \in U} \tilde{Q}_{j,v}^{k+1}
\]

In other words this means that high Q values are possibly more significant than lower Q values. This suggest a strategy to try to omit rules from the previously incrementally constructed rule base (e.g. see Fig. 15/1.) which have low Q values as their conclusion.
Following this strategy, the selected rules based on their conclusion value (means the absolute Q value) are omitted one by one, as the whole process is evaluated over and over again. If the rewards given by the environment with the truncated rule base remain the same, or near the same (reward difference is within a preset interval), or maybe higher than the rule is considered to be redundant, therefore it will be removed from the rule base. In the other case when the given reward is considerably lower or the evaluation fails, the rule is considered being a cardinal rule, therefore it has to stay in the rule base (see Fig. 15/2.).

Various thresholds can be used in defining ‘near the same’ depending on the task and requirements. Close matches of the rewards should result in approximately the same steps as were the original incrementally constructed full rule base, when using the final reduced rule base. Accepting relatively greater (depending on the exact reward function), but still valid, differences between the rewards could result in a different step-by-step solution, but the overall task will still be solved. This should be taken into consideration depending on the exact task.

After the reduction process is complete, the final rule base will contain only the most significant rules, in other words this method extracts the cardinal rules which are basically operating the FRI-based system.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 15.**
1. The incrementally constructed rule-base used as starting point
2. The final decrementally reduced rule-base providing the same (approximately) results
In the followings the already introduced cart-pole example will be used to demonstrate the presented rule base reduction strategy to gather a still functional but minimal size, truncated rule base.

### 3.5.1 Application example for presenting the decremental reduction

As seen at the earlier application examples, the cart-pole application is used for the demonstration of this extension also. More details on the cart-pole simulation application can found in the previous application example demonstration subchapters. This time the cart-pole demo reads the previously incrementally constructed rule base as a starting rule base. Then the rule with the lowest Q value will be removed temporarily from the rule base. With this truncated rule base a whole episode is evaluated. If the episode is considered successful with the removed rule, then the rule is removed permanently, otherwise the rule is inserted back into the rule base. This strategy is applied until every rule is checked for possible removal (see Fig. 16., Fig. 17. and Fig. 18. – it can be easily recognized on the curve where the rules were not omitted).

The starting rule base, as the result of the incremental rule base construction method as seen in the previous subchapter, consists of 182 rules. This means 182 episode runs and possibly one rule fewer in each and every episode run, which means that the computational resource needs are possibly (when the rule is sentenced to be removed) decreasing with every episode. In this demonstration, after all the rules are checked and the smallest possible rule base is found only 6 rules remain permanently in the final rule base (see Table 4.).

Two different strategies were used in this example application for deciding whether the episode was successful or not. In the first version, the rewards were strictly checked to be the same as the previous episode, which means the rewards have to be the same as they were with the incrementally constructed rule base (Fig. 16., Fig. 17., Fig. 18. and Table 4. refers to this version). In the second version matching of the rewards is not strict, the rewards do not have to match exactly, it is enough for the rewards to be positive, meaning that the episode was successful. Using this second strategy the final reduced rule base contains 5 rules (see Table 5.), whereof 4 of the rules are the same compared to the first reduced rule base (see the bold rows in Table 4. and Table 5.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>$s_1$</th>
<th>$s_2$</th>
<th>$s_3$</th>
<th>$s_4$</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>1907.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N3</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>1898.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN8</td>
<td>1904.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP8</td>
<td>1899.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N12</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>-5251.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN8</td>
<td>-3100.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Rules in the rule-base after performing the decremental reduction when an exact reward match is mandatory
Table 5. Rules in the rule-base after performing the decremental reduction when an exact reward match is not mandatory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R#</th>
<th>( s_1 )</th>
<th>( s_2 )</th>
<th>( s_3 )</th>
<th>( s_4 )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( q )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP10</td>
<td>1907.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N( N )</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN10</td>
<td>1898.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN8</td>
<td>1904.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AN8</td>
<td>-3100.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AP6</td>
<td>-6446.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. Survived steps per episode while reducing the rule-base

Fig. 17. The cumulative rewards per episode while reducing the rule-base
This huge drop in the number of rules is significant compared to the original FRIQ-learning application example, where the rule base consisted of 2268 rules. Also this means that not only the knowledge representation becomes directly human-readable, but the amount of computational resources required for processing is greatly reduced.

3.6 Summary

With the introduction of the FRIQ-learning, continuous spaces can be applied instead of the originally discrete state-action spaces. FRIQ-learning also allows the application of sparse fuzzy rule bases, which means that rules which are considered unimportant can be left out from the rule base.

A possible method is introduced for automatically creating a reduced size rule base. The targeted reduced rule base size is first achieved by the incremental creation of an intentionally sparse fuzzy rule base. The fuzzy rule base is incrementally built up from scratch and will contain only the rules which seem to be most relevant in the model, meanwhile the existing rules are also updated when required. This way the real advantages of the FIVE based FRIQ-learning method could be exploited: reducing the size of the fuzzy rule base has the benefits not only in decreasing the computing resource requirements, but having less rules (optimizable parameters), it also speeds up the convergence of the FRIQ-learning. The application example shows the results of the method, instead of 2268 rules, 182 is sufficient for achieving the same task, which is a significant difference. A smaller rule base considerably speeds up the FRIQ-learning process itself and also the whole application.

Additionally a decremental reduction strategy has been developed, which further reduces the size of the previously incrementally constructed rule base. The application example of the method clearly shows the benefit of using such a strategy, instead of the 2268 and 182 rules only 5 rules were enough in a certain case.
These novel methods described above (see [82], [84], [90], [81] for in-depth details) composed as theses are the following:

**Thesis I.** The FIVE based fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) model is suitable for describing the Q function of the Q-learning method (FRIQ-learning). I concluded that describing the Q function with the FIVE based FRI model results in a possible continuous space extension of the action-state space, where the original Q-learning algorithm was defined in discrete action-state space. Furthermore I concluded, that describing the Q function with the FIVE based FRI model allows the omission of some (redundant) states, that is, the simplification of the model. Also, the FIVE FRI method can be specifically optimized for the proposed FRIQ-learning method.

**Thesis II.** In case of FRIQ-learning the cardinal rules, also the number of rules describing the action-state space (Q function) can be determined automatically (in an incremental/decremental fashion) in run-time with the appropriate evaluation of the reward function starting from an automatically generated base rule base. I concluded that the state-transition rule-base of the operating FRI-based fuzzy automaton can be extracted from the rule-based action-state space model created this way.
IV Optimization of the FIVE FRI method

Through this chapter the MATLAB implementation and structure of the FIVE FRI method [75] will be studied in more details, with the aim of identifying optimization possibilities. Optimization possibilities for the FIVE FRI were originally introduced in [88] and [91].

4.1 Analysis of the implementation of the FIVE method

The implemented functions can be divided into three logical groups: preprocessing, conclusion gathering, and visualization. The preprocessing group is responsible for calculating the vague environments and scaling functions. The conclusion gathering group has the task of calculating the conclusions of the rule bases based on the supplied observations. The visualization group supply methods which can be used for easy fuzzy set construction, application debugging and also for example presentations.

The preprocessing group has two functions: FIVEGScFunc is for calculating the scaling function of a defined fuzzy partition, with the following calling syntax in MATLAB:

\[ SCF = \text{FIVEGScFunc}(U,PSC), \]  

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe of discourse, \( PSC \) is an array containing fuzzy set definitions, \( SCF \) is the generated function in the \( U \) universe.

Scaling points can be defined in a simple format. The fuzzy sets used with FIVE can be only triangle shaped sets. To define a fuzzy set, the position of the point in the universe where the triangle has full membership, and the gradient of the left and right side of the triangle should be defined (e.g.: \([ 1, 2, 2 ]\) for the \( A_1 \) fuzzy set in Fig. 8.). If only one gradient value is supplied then that will be used for both sides of the triangle (e.g.: \([ 3, 1/3 ]\) for the \( A_2 \) fuzzy set in Fig. 8.). Note that the gradient can be zero, meaning continuous full membership, i.e. a trapezoidal membership function can be composed from two triangle shaped membership function, where the first one has a zero gradient on the right side and the second has a zero gradient on the left side (e.g. \([ 0.3, 4, 0 ]\) and \([ 0.6, 0, 4 ]\) see Fig. 7.) Many fuzzy sets can be defined to form a fuzzy partition in a MATLAB matrix, but only one fuzzy set is also sufficient. For an example fuzzy partition and its generated scaling function see \( \mu \) and \( s \) in Fig. 8.

The second function is like the previous one, FIVEGVagEnv generates the vague environment of a previously generated scaling function. Usage syntax:

\[ VE = \text{FIVEGVagEnv}(U,SCF), \]  

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe, \( SCF \) is the generated function in the \( U \) universe and \( VE \) is the vague environment of \( SCF \).
To gather a conclusion based on the current observations the FIVEVagConcl function has to be used. As parameters this functions accepts the defined universes, the calculated vague environments, rule bases, and the actual observations. Called with the following syntax:

\[ C = FIVEVagConcl(U,VE,R,X), \]  

(23)

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe of discourse, \( VE \) array contains the points of the vague environment based on the defined scaling functions, \( R \) array contains the rules of the rule base, \( X \) is the actual observation, and \( C \) is the calculated consequent.

Rules in \( R \) are composed from the predefined linguistic terms of antecedents. The last element of the rule vector is the predefined conclusion linguistic term or a constant consequent value. All the observations have to be supplied, as many as the number of antecedents, hence the \( X \) vector must have the same number of elements as the number of antecedents in the \( R \) rule base.

The FIVEVagConcl function makes use other FIVE functions: FIVEVagDist, FIVERuleDist, FIVEValVag. These three functions are rarely used directly or outside the FIVEVagConcl function.

FIVEVagDist calculates the distance in the vague environment between the supplied observations and a specified rule. Called with the following syntax:

\[ D = FIVEVagDist(U,VE,P1,P2), \]  

(24)

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe of discourse, \( VE \) array contains the points of the vague environment based on the defined scaling functions, \( P1 \) and \( P2 \) are arbitrary points (practically a rule and an observation), and \( D \) is the calculated distance between the latter two. The FIVEVagDist function works as follows: calculates the distances between all the universe points (elements of \( U \)) and the given points (\( P1 \) and \( P2 \)). The next step is to find the smallest distance among these previously calculated distances. Then calculate the distance in the vague environment based on this latter nearest distance. These steps are repeated for all the dimensions.

The FIVERuleDist function calculates all the distances between the supplied observations and all the rules in the rule base. This is achieved simply by calling the previous FIVEVagDist function in a loop for all the rules found in the rule base. The FIVERuleDist function has the following syntax:

\[ RD = FIVERuleDist(U,VE,R,X), \]  

(25)

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe of discourse, \( VE \) array contains the points of the vague environment based on the defined scaling functions, \( R \) array contains the rules of the rule base, \( X \) is the actual observation, and \( D \) is the resulting calculated distance.
The FIVEValVag function can be used to gather the value of a given vague point in the vague environment:

\[ P = \text{FIVEValVag}(U, VE, VP), \]  

(26)

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe, \( VE \) array contains the points of the calculated vague environment, \( VP \) is the scaled distance from the first element of the vague environment, and \( P \) is the point which is \( VP \) distance away from the first element in \( VE \).

The membership function of a point in a vague environment can be calculated with using the FIVEVagMemb function. This latter achieves its task by calculating the membership points for the all points in the universe. The MATLAB interface syntax is the following:

\[ MF = \text{FIVEVagMemb}(U, VE, P), \]  

(27)

where \( U \) array contains the points of the universe, \( VE \) array contains the points of the calculated vague environment, \( P \) is the point describing the membership function and \( MF \) is the generated membership function.

In view of the functions of the conclusion gathering group the block diagram of FIVEVagConcl is presented in Fig. 19.

The first step of the FRI reasoning is to calculate the distances between the observation \( (X) \) and all the rules in the rule base \( (R) \). This is done by calling the FIVERuleDist function,
which calls FIVEVagDist for all the rules. Based on the results, FIVEVagConcl decides whether there was a direct rule hit by the observation, or if not, the Shepard interpolation should be applied. Then if the consequent has a vague environment, the FIVEVagDist is used to gather the conclusion in the vague environment (VC) as vague distances from the first element of the consequent universe, otherwise (if the consequent does not have a vague environment) it is the singleton conclusion directly. Finally the conclusion gained as vague distance is transformed back to the conclusion fuzzy set applying the vague environment of the conclusion universe.

Other supplemental functions in the FIVE package are the functions intended to help the construction of fuzzy sets and partitions, and also to help debugging by visualizing the various fuzzy partitions, antecedents, conclusions. These functions are the following:

\[ FIVE\text{DrawMergedPart}(U, PSCa, PSCo), \quad (28) \]

where \(U\) array contains the points of the universe, \(PSCa\) contains the points of the antecedent scaling function, \(PSCo\) contains the points of the observation scaling function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of function</th>
<th>Number of calls</th>
<th>Execution time</th>
<th>% of time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIVEVagConcl</td>
<td>1200000</td>
<td>79.970 s</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVERuleDist</td>
<td>1200000</td>
<td>561.985 s</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVEVagDist</td>
<td>9315028</td>
<td>658.764 s</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVEValVag</td>
<td>1200000</td>
<td>25.727 s</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Measured run times of FIVE functions

This function visualizes the fuzzy partitions based on the antecedent and observation scaling functions, also the scaling functions and the merged fuzzy partition reconstructed based on the merged scaling functions.

A special case of the previous function is FIVEDrawPart, which visualizes the whole fuzzy partition for an antecedent or consequent, also its scaling function and the fuzzy partition reconstructed based on the calculated scaling function, the syntax is similar than for the previous FIVE function:

\[ FIVE\text{DrawPart}(U, PSC), \quad (29) \]

where \(U\) array contains the points of the universe, \(PSC\) contains the points of a scaling function. See Fig. 20. for an example result of a FIVEDrawPart call. The fuzzy set points used for generating the scaling function in Fig. 20. are: \([0, 3; 0.5, 1; 1, 3]\).
Fig. 20. FIVEDrawPart example output
From top to bottom: fuzzy partition, scaling function, the reconstructed fuzzy partition based on the scaling function.

For calculating and visualizing all the antecedent or consequent and observation partitions on one figure the FIVEDrawAnt or FIVEDrawConc function can be used. These functions also use the above presented FIVEDrawMergedPart function in the background. These have the syntax:

\[ FIVEDrawAnt(output,params), \]  

\[ FIVEDrawConc(output,params), \]

where \( output \) is a set of FIVE outputs and \( params \) define the size of the used universe and the power parameter for Shepard interpolation.

In ordinary applications mostly only the two generator functions ((21) and (22)) and the conclusion gathering function (23) are being used directly. These three functions are dramatically simplifying the usage of the FIVE FRI for the potential application programmer.

The resource needs of the FIVEVagConcl function only depend on the used vague environments and rule bases, which are both static while running the application.
Profiling the FIVE implementation with a modified sample application found originally in [83] and [92] shows that the FIVEVagDist function is the most frequently used function while gathering conclusions with FIVE, and also the most resource hungry function (see Table 6. and Fig. 21.). Another function with high computing power usage is the FIVERuleDist. For optimization purposes these two functions should be considered in the first place. Table 6. and Fig. 21. shows the run times and the ratios of run times of the functions themselves excluding the time spent in other nested FIVE functions. It can be clearly seen that FIVEVagDist is used nearly eight times more than the other FIVE functions. Further analysing this function for possible optimizations can yield in successful results.

4.2 Performance optimization of the FIVE FRI method

The analysis of the implementation of the FIVE method shows that the most frequently used function is the FIVEVagDist function. Profiling the code of a simple application example which uses FIVE also proves that the most frequently called and the most resource hungry function is FIVEVagDist (see e.g. benchmark results on Table 6. The FIVEVagDist function is responsible for calculating the scaled distance between two points in the vague environment. The first step in the function is to align the current point supplied as input to the points of a pre-defined universe.

The original FIVE implementation is capable of handling arbitrary universes (see Fig. 22./A). Experience shows that in most cases FIVE based applications (e.g. in [38], [83] and [92]) use a fixed resolution universe description (see Fig. 22./B) with points stored in an array in ascending order. Therefore it seems to be possible to simplify the function by restricting the universe description from the arbitrary to the fixed resolution without having a high impact on its practical applicability.

In the original implementation [36] for aligning (see Fig. 23.) the input points (one point for a rule in the rule base and one point for the current observation) to the pre-calculated positions of the look-up table, the method first calculates all the possible distances. Then it searches through for the nearest pre-defined universe positions (i) for each input points: .

![Fig. 21. The execution times of the FIVE modules when using FIVEValConcl.](image-url)
\[ i_k = \text{minindex}\left( \| U_{k_i,n} - P_k \| \right), \]  

(32)

where \( P_k \) is the input point, \( U_{k \text{..}_n} \) is the \( n \) element vector of the pre-calculated positions in the \( k^{\text{th}} \) dimension, \( \text{minindex} \) is the function calculating the index of the minimal element in an array and \( i_k \) is the index of the alignment position of \( P_k \).

Fig. 22. Universe points of a dimension.
A: arbitrary universe,
B: universe with a fixed resolution

Fig. 23. Universe points of a dimension.
A: input points,
B: universe with a fixed resolution,
C: input points aligned to the points in the universe

(32) is unfolded and executed as follows:

**variables:**
- \( i \): float, initially 0
- \( x \): float array, initially filled with 0 values
- \( U \): float array, contains the points of the universe
- \( \text{minindex} \): integer, initially 1
- \( \text{minelement} \): integer

for every \( i, i \in U \):
- \( x(i) := \text{abs}(U_k - P_k) \)
- \( i := i + 1 \)
minelement := x(1)
for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ sizeof(U):
    if x(i) < minelement then
        minelement := x(i)
        minindex := i
output: minindex

As seen above the substraction must be executed for all the points in the universe, and after that the smallest element should be found to gather the index of the nearest pre-calculated position in the array U.

The number of calculations could be reduced by fixed resolution universe description (see Fig. 22. 3/B), where the pre-defined universe points stored in an array are in ascending order. This case it is possible to directly calculate the alignment position in one step:

\[
i_k = \text{round}\left(n_k \cdot \left(P_k - U_{k_1}\right)/\left(U_{k_n} - U_{k_1}\right)\right),
\]

where \(n_k\) is the number of the pre-calculated positions, \(U_{k_1}\) is the first, \(U_{k_n}\) is the last pre-calculated position in the \(k\)th dimension and \(\text{round()}\) is a function which round towards the nearest integer. In case \(P_k\) is exactly between two neighbouring points the original FIVE method uses the smaller value, so standard rounding will not give the required results. To preserve the original properties of the FIVEVagDist function, the calculated index is corrected when needed by checking the distance of the next neighbouring point. Hence two substractions and comparisons are made instead of the number of the elements in the U array.

The suggested modification makes the actual input point alignment process time complexity independent from the size of the look-up table representing the universe of discourse. Therefore the performance gain depends on the size of the applied universe, the larger the universe description table, the larger the performance gain becomes.

The uniform time complexity of the original FIVEVagDist function can be approximated as:

\[
m \cdot (9 \cdot n + 16),
\]

where \(n\) is the average size of the look-up tables representing the \(m\) dimensional antecedent universes.

The uniform time complexity of the optimized FIVEVagDist function is independent from the number of antecedent dimensions, and in usual cases (\(n>>1\)) much better than the original version:
The space complexity is the same for both versions of the function, as it is dominated by the size of the pre-calculated look-up table:

\[ m \cdot n. \] (36)

In Landau notation the time complexity of the original function is \( O(mn) \), while in case of the modified function it is only \( O(m) \). The space complexity is \( O(mn) \) in both cases.

In typically cases, where the universes consist of about a thousand reference points (see e.g. [38], [83] and [92]), the performance gain in time complexity is significant. (See the application example section for measurement results in case of a benchmark problem.)

### 4.2.1 Further possible optimizations

Analysis of the implemented FIVERuleDist function yields to further enhance of the overall performance. By default, FIVE stores antecedents and consequents in the same array (the rule base itself), which is convenient from the viewpoint of the programmer. Convenient for the programmer, but it means consuming extra resources when splitting the array in the case when only the antecedents are required. This is the case with the FIVERuleDist function. In the original implementation FIVERuleDist truncates the corresponding arrays of the universes, the vague environments and the rule bases to contain only the data of the antecedents. These truncations are performed for every rule in the rule base. The rule bases, universes and vague environments do not change while the application is running, so it is possible to perform these truncations in advance and cache the result (antecedent caching). Then the truncated antecedent arrays have to be passed as parameters to the corresponding FIVE functions. This latter means a change in the application programming interface, so existing applications have to be modified slightly to follow this new syntax. Creating the mentioned truncated array (antecedent cache) will consume more memory of course, but this extra memory usage is insignificant compared to the speed gain.

The original FIVERuleDist function has the time complexity of

\[ m \cdot (4 \cdot n + 8) \] (37)

and space complexity of

\[ m + 4 \cdot n - 3, \] (38)

while that optimized version has time complexity

\[ m \cdot (4 \cdot n + 2) \] (39)

and space complexity of

\[ m + 2 \cdot n + 2 \] (40)
Fig. 24. Execution times of the vehicle navigation application benchmark, from left to right: unmodified FIVE, FIVE with fixed resolution universes, FIVE with antecedent caching, FIVE with conclusion lookup tables, and FIVE with all the modifications.

In Landau notation, both versions have the time complexity of $O(mn)$. The high difference in the benchmark execution time (FIVE with antecedent truncation in Table 7 and Fig. 24.) is mainly inherited from the high expense of the matrix truncation function. In the applied uniform time complexity calculation, it is hidden as a single calculation step.

Table 7. Measured run times [sec] of the main FIVE functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of function</th>
<th>Execution time</th>
<th>Speed-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unmodified FIVE</td>
<td>1120.74 s</td>
<td>1x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE with fixed resolution universes</td>
<td>717.19 s</td>
<td>$\approx$1.6x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE with antecedent caching</td>
<td>645.07 s</td>
<td>$\approx$1.7x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE with conclusion lookup tables</td>
<td>931.97 s</td>
<td>$\approx$1.2x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE with all modifications</td>
<td>149.44 s</td>
<td>$\approx$7.5x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another efficient method of achieving performance improvement in small embedded applications is the pre-calculation of the consequents for all the possible lookup table positions of the antecedent universe of discourse. If the lookup table resolutions of the universes are small, the rule bases with more than one antecedent can also use this approach. The space complexity should be investigated carefully because the number of required pre-calculated elements grows exponentially with the number of antecedent dimensions: $O(n^m)$. For example, with a typical resolution of a 1000-element lookup table and roughly 100,000 repeated evaluations, this simple method can yield a considerable
speed gain (the costly FIVE calculations only have to be performed 1000 times instead of roughly 100,000 times during the evaluations).

For swift application startup, caching the generated universes with their calculated vague environments and rule bases on storage is also a plausible solution.

In the age of multi-core CPU systems, it is straightforward to study parallelization possibilities in FIVE. There are two locations in the implementation where the advantages of parallel execution can be exploited. One is in the FIVERuleDist function (see Fig. 19.). The iterations of the main for loop of the function are data independent, because in each iteration the weight of a different rule (independent data sets) is calculated even if the same code is executed.

The next candidate for the parallelization is the FIVEVagDist function (see Fig. 19.). In this case, the observation and the rule antecedent vague distances can be calculated independently for each antecedent dimension.

For embedded real-time applications, the additional computational cost of parallelization, data distribution, and data collection also have to be taken into consideration, as the level of available parallelization (the number of the fuzzy rules in case of the FIVERuleDist and the number of antecedent dimensions in case of the FIVEVagDist) are not so high. E.g. MATLAB provides a simple method for the parallel execution of for loops (defining a CPU pool then using the parfor keyword instead of the regular for keyword). Unfortunately this method is not suitable to be used in FIVE, because the actual code in the loops are very short, and the overhead of parfor is much higher than the execution time of the useful code, so practically using parfor in this case greatly slows down the execution.

### 4.2.2 Application example for the evaluation of the optimization

For the first benchmark of the performance, the optimization of a simple vehicle navigation demo application is selected (see details in [83]). The goal of the application is to control an unmanned robot capable of room surveillance, making it cycle through given waypoints within a room with walls and moving obstacles to avoid. When the path of the robot seems to be blocked by an obstacle, the robot is capable of turning around and heading in the opposite direction. This application uses the original FIVE method with four simple rule bases. The application is extended to use the optimized FIVE functions. The universes have fixed resolutions of 1001 elements. One of the rule bases has only one antecedent; another one has only two. Hence, for them, lookup tables for the conclusions can be generated: the consequents must be calculated for every possible point in the universe of the antecedent. This way the lookup table will have the same number of elements as the universe array of the antecedent. Another rule base (expl_newdir) has two antecedent parts, but the first antecedent can only have two possible values (0,1), so the size of the lookup tables will only be the double of the size of the second antecedent universe, not the product of the sizes of the two antecedent universes.

The other two rule bases have 3 and 10 antecedent dimensions. As a benchmark, the main loop of the vehicle navigation application example is analyzed. The resulting execution times of $10^8$ times the main vehicle navigation cycle has run are summarized in Table 7 and Fig. 24. Also the modified vehicle navigation application is available at [76].
4.3 Optimizing the FIVE FRI method for FRIQ-learning

A special application example of the optimized FIVE FRI is the FRI based Q-learning (FRIQ-learning) introduced in [82], [81] and [84]. The FRIQ-learning is an extension of the traditional Fuzzy Q-learning (FQ-learning) method with the capability of handling sparse fuzzy rule bases. The introduction of FIVE FRI in FQ-learning allows the omission of deducible fuzzy rules from the rule base representing the action-state values function. This reduction also adds the potential for applying FRIQ-learning in higher state dimensions than the original FQ-learning thanks to the sparse fuzzy rule base model of the action-state space.

The efficiency of the FRI method has a high impact on FRIQ-learning, as the methodology (similarly to the Q-learning) requires an extremely high number of repeatedly executed action-state values function model updates (FRI reasoning) in runtime. Because of the similar repeatedly executed FRI operations the optimization of the applied FIVE FRI suggested in this work could improve the FRIQ-learning to a great extent.

From the previously introduced FIVE optimization methods, first of all, the fixed resolution universe description can be applied to speed up FRIQ-learning.

Because of the high dimensionality of the action-state space, a conclusion lookup table is practically impossible to implement in this case.

Beyond the FIVE optimization methods introduced previously, because of the specialties of the FRIQ-learning calculations, another optimization method is also approaching. In FRIQ-learning in the action-state value model updates and action selection, the values of each possible action in a given state have to be calculated.

According to [82], the action-state values function FRI model has the following rule form (k\textsuperscript{th} rule):

\[
\text{If } s_1 = S_{k,1} \text{ And } \ldots \text{ And } s_m = S_{k,m} \text{ And } a = A_u \text{ Then } \tilde{Q}(s_1, \ldots, s_m, a) = Q_k
\]  

(41)

where \( S_{k,i} \) is the label of the \( i \text{th} \) membership function of the \( m \) dimensional state space, \( A_u \) is the label of the \( u \text{th} \) membership function of the one dimensional action space, \( Q_k \) is the singleton conclusion, and \( \tilde{Q}(s_1, \ldots, s_m, a) \) is the approximated continuous action-state values function.

According to (41), the FRI action-state values function model has a multidimensional state and a single action dimension (see [82], [81] and [84]). Caching the calculated vague distances of the observed state and the rule antecedents related to the state dimensions of the action-state values FRI rule base can dramatically speed up the calculations. In each action-state value model update and action selection cycle, the vague distances of the actual state and the rule antecedents related to the state dimensions have to be calculated only once.

The performance gain that could be achieved by this modification depends on the number of the antecedent fuzzy term sets in the action universe. The higher the number of the action term sets, the better the performance gain becomes.

For execution time benchmarks, the application example presented for FRIQ-learning earlier is used.
This application has been extended with the proof-of-concept implementation of the suggested FIVE FRI optimized FRIQ-learning.

The execution times of the benchmark show a significant performance gain over the original version. Table 8. summarizes the runtimes of the first best-action-selection iteration step at the start of the application.

Table 9. summarizes the running time for the first five episodes of a simulation run from the whole application with the various optimizations disabled or enabled.

The efficiency of this optimization depends on the number of the state dimensions. In this application example, the action-state values function FRI model (41) has a four-dimensional state and a single-action universe with a resolution of 21 distinguishable actions. Applications with different number of state dimensions possibly yield different results, lower performance gain for less state dimensions and higher performance gain for applications with more state dimensions than the application example examined here.

In conclusion of the benchmarks, it can be stated, that by the optimized FIVE FRI based FRIQ-learning can achieve a tenfold increase in speed over the original FIVE FRIQ-learning implementation.

**4.4 Summary**

The presented optimizations in the FIVE FRI method yield considerable speed improvements. This performance gain could be a relevant improvement for embedded FRI real-time applications, for which rapid reasoning is the essential question of the FRI applicability. Practically there is no drawback in applying these modifications, though it reduces functionality this only affects rare special cases, which are not so common. The original FIVE source code can be simply replaced with the modified code in existing FIVE based applications, rendering the application faster without significant modifications in the application itself. In case only using the fixed resolution universe based modification, the modified FIVE source code presented here can be used as a drop in replacement to the original FIVE code to speed up an already existing application.
Data structural simplification and run-time caching methods can achieve a relevant speed-up in computational time in FRI applications. The data structural simplification speeds up lookup table data fetching while caching techniques can speed up repetitive calculations, such as rule evaluations in a single reasoning cycle (see speed-up results in Table 7.). The gain of caching can be more relevant if the FRI reasoning core is embedded into repetitive calculations, as in FRIQ-learning (see speed-up results in Table 8. and Table 9.).

Another important conclusion is that the relatively small impact of conclusion lookup tables on the FRI reasoning speed performance (Table 7. and Fig. 24.) The speed performance gain that can be achieved is negligible against the exponential space complexity loss of the conclusion lookup tables. (Antecedent universes lookup tables has a space complexity of $O(mn)$, while that of conclusion lookup tables have $O(n^m)$.) The main reason for the low reasoning speed gain of the conclusion lookup tables is inherited from the effective FRI sparse-fuzzy-rule-based knowledge representation format. This is a special feature of the FRI knowledge representation, i.e., the size of the rule base is relatively small, containing the relevant rules only. For classical fuzzy reasoning methods in which the exponentially-large, complete rule base is required, conclusion lookup tables can achieve a better speed-up factor.

The results of the performance measurements of the suggested optimization methods in a real application example show that the gain is significant for an ordinary application, in this very case 7-8 times faster than the original unmodified algorithm. In more complex FIVE based applications or applications using large universes can benefit much more from this optimization.

As a conclusion, the FIVE FRI method can be specifically optimized for the proposed FRIQ-learning method, which, along with other applicable general optimizations, significantly improves the the performance of the FRIQ-learning method (see [91], [88], [83]).

The results introduced in this chapter are supporting the statement of Thesis I.
V Fuzzy automaton for describing ethological functions

This chapter presents an ethologically inspired model realized with a fuzzy rule interpolation fuzzy automaton (introduced in [77], [78], [79] and [80]). First, the ethological inspiration for human-robot interaction is presented, after that a brief overview on behaviour-based control, then some words on fuzzy automata can be found. After introducing the necessary prerequisites, the ethological test procedure, the suggested structure of the model and the framework for operating the model is described in details. Some samples from the rule bases of the fuzzy automaton along with example simulation executions are described. Finally the various software and hardware interfaces developed for the proposed model are presented [87].

5.1 Ethologically inspired Human-Robot Interaction

In recent years there has been an increased interest in the development of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). Researchers have assumed that HRI could be enhanced if these intelligent systems were able to express some pattern of sociocognitive and socioemotional behaviour (e.g. [9]). Such approach needed an interaction among various scientific disciplines including psychology, cognitive science, social sciences, artificial intelligence, computer science and robotics. The main goal has been to find ways in which humans can interact with these systems in a ‘natural’ way. Recently HRI has become very user oriented, that is, the performance of the robot is evaluated from the user’s perspective. This view also reinforces arguments that robots do not only need to display certain emotional and cognitive skills but also showing features of individuality. Generally however, most socially interactive robots are not able to support long-term interaction with humans, and the interest shown toward them wears out rapidly.

The design of socially interactive robots has faced many challenges. Despite major advances there are still many obstacles to be solved in order to achieve a natural-like interaction between robots and humans. The ‘uncanny valley’ effect: Mori [47] assumed that the increasing similarity of robots to humans will actually increase the chances that humans refuse interaction (will be frightened from) very human-like agents. Although many take this effect for granted only little actual research was devoted to this issue. Many argue that once an agent passes certain level of similarity, as it is the case in the most recent visual characters in computer graphics, people will treat them just as people [51]. However, in the case of 3D robots, the answer is presently less clear, as up do date technology is very crude in reproducing natural-like behaviour, emotions and verbal interaction. Thus for robotics the uncanny valley effect will present a continuing challenge in the near future.

In spite of the huge advances in robotics current socially interactive systems fail both with regard to motor and cognitive capacities, and in most cases can interact only in a very limited way with the human partner. This is a major discrepancy that is not easy to solve because there is a big gap between presently available technologies (hardware and software) and the desire for achieving human-like cognitive and motor capacities. As a consequence
recent socially interactive robots have only a restricted appeal to humans, and after losing the effect of novelty the interactions break down fast.

The planning and construction of biologically or psychologically inspired robots depends crucially on the current understanding of human motor and mental processes. However, these are one of the most complex phenomena of life. Therefore it is certainly possible that human mental models of abilities like ‘intention’, ‘human memory’ etc., which serve at present as the underlying concepts for control socially interactive robots, will be proved to be faulty.

Because of the goal of mimicking a human, socially interactive robots do not utilize more general human abilities that have evolved as general skills for social interaction. Further, the lack of evolutionary approach in conceptualizing the design of such robots hinders further development, and reinforces that the only goal in robotics should be the produce ‘as human-like as possible’ agents.

In order to overcome some of the challenges presented above ethologically inspired HRI models can be applied. The concept of ethologically inspired HRI models allows the study of individual interactions between animals and animals and humans. This way of handling Human-Robot Interaction is based on the concept that the robot acts like an animal companion to human. According to this paradigm the robot should not be molded to mimic the human being, and form human-to-human like communication, but to follow the existing biological examples and form inter-species interaction. The 20,000 year old human-dog relationship [46] is a good example for this paradigm of the HRI, as interaction of different species. One good reason of this approach in HRI is the lack of the ‘uncanny valley’ effect [47], i.e. increasing similarity of robots to humans will actually increase the chances that humans refuse interaction (will be frightened).

Such robots do not have to rely on the exact copy of human social behaviour (including language, etc.) but should be able to produce social behaviours that provide a minimal set of actions on which human-robot cooperation can be achieved. Such basic models of robots could be improved with time making the HRI interaction more complex.

In ethological modeling, mass of expert knowledge exists in the form of expert’s rules. Most of them are descriptive verbal ethological models. The knowledge representation of an expert’s verbal rules can be very simply translated to the structure of fuzzy rules, transforming the initially verbal ethological models to a fuzzy model. On the other hand, in case of the descriptive verbal ethological models, the ‘completeness’ of the rule-base is not required (thanks to the descriptive manner of the model), which makes implementation difficulties in classical fuzzy rule based systems, as stated earlier.

For ethologically inspired HRI model implementation a fuzzy model structure built upon the previously mentioned framework of low computational demand Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (FRI) method FIVE [36] and fuzzy automaton is suggested. The application of FRI methods fits well the conceptually sparse rule-based (‘incomplete’) structure of the existing descriptive verbal ethological models.

The main benefit of the FRI method adaptation in ethological model implementation is the fact, that it has a simple rule-based knowledge representation format. Because of this, even after numerical optimization of the model, the rules remain ‘human readable’, and
helps the formal validation of the model by the ethological experts. On the other side due to the FRI base, the model has still low computational demand and fits directly the requirements of the embedded implementations.

For implementing ethologically inspired HRI models the classical behaviour-based control structure is suggested, described in the followings.

### 5.2 Behaviour-based control

The main building blocks of Behaviour-based Control (BBC, a comprehensive overview can be found in [50]) are the behaviour components themselves. The behaviour components can be copies of typical human or animal behaviors, or can be artificially created behaviours. The actual behaviour response of the system can be formed as one of the existing behaviour component, which gives the best match to the actual situation, or a fusion of the behaviour components based on their suitability for the actual situation. Encoding the behaviour components can be realized with e.g. simple reflexive agents, which assign an output response to each input situation.

In case when more than one behaviour components are simultaneously competing for the same ‘actuator’ the aggregation or selection of the behaviour components is necessary. Handling multiple behaviour components in a BBC system can be done in two ways. The first is the competitive way, when the behaviour components are assigned with priorities, and the behaviour component with the highest priority takes precedence, while the behaviours with lower priorities are simply ignored. The second is the cooperative way when the outputs are fusioned based on various criteria.

![Diagram of the fuzzy automaton](image)

**Fig. 25.** Diagram of the fuzzy automaton
This structure has two main tasks. The first is a decision of which behaviour is needed in an actual situation, and the levels of their necessities in case of behaviour fusion. The second is the way of the behaviour fusion. The first task can be viewed as an actual system state approximation, where the actual system state is the set of the necessities of the known behaviours needed for handling the actual situation. The second is the fusion of the known behaviours based on these necessities. In case of the suggested fuzzy behaviour based control structures both tasks are solved by FRI systems. If the behaviours are also implemented on FRI models, the behaviours together with the behaviour fusion modules form a hierarchical FRI system.

The application of FRI methods in direct fuzzy logic control systems gives a simplified way for constructing the fuzzy rule base. The rule base of a fuzzy interpolation-based model, is not necessarily complete, it could contain the most significant fuzzy rules only without risking the chance of having no conclusion for some of the observations. The model always gives a usable conclusion even if there are no rules defined for the actual observations. In other words, during the construction of the fuzzy model, it is enough to concentrate on the main actions (rules could be deduced from the others could be intentionally left out from the model, radically simplifying the rule base creation, saving time consuming work.).

For demonstrating the main benefits of the FRI model in behaviour-based control, here the focus is only on the many cases most heuristic part of the structure, on the behaviour coordination. The task of behaviour coordination is to determine the necessities of the known behaviours needed for handling the actual situation.

In the suggested behaviour-based control structure for achieving the decision related to the relevance of the behaviour components this work adapts the concept of the finite state fuzzy automaton [37] (see Fig. 25. and the next chapter for more details), where the state of the finite state fuzzy automaton is the set of the suitabilities of the component behaviours. This solution is based on the heuristic, that the necessities of the known behaviours for handling a given situation can be approximated by their suitability. And the suitability of a given behaviour in an actual situation can be approximated by the similarity of the situation and the prerequisites of the behaviour. (Where the prerequisites of the behaviour is the description of the situations where the behaviour is applicable). This case instead of determining the necessities of the known behaviours, the similarities of the actual situation to the prerequisites of all the known behaviours can be approximated.

The system consists (see Fig. 25.) of not only the fuzzy automaton but the behaviour fusion component and various component behaviours implemented on fuzzy logic controllers (FLC). The state variables characterize the relevance of the component behaviours. The state-transition rule base of the automaton applies fuzzy rule interpolation for state-transition evaluation. The previous states are fed back to the automaton and the conclusion given by the automaton is used as weights in the behaviour fusion component for determining the final conclusion of the BBC. The conclusion of the fuzzy automaton will be the new system state for the next step of the behaviour fusion. The behaviour fusion component can be also implemented by fuzzy reasoning (e.g. using fuzzy rule interpolation), or simply as a weighted sum. The symptom evaluation (from the terminology
of fault classification) components provide a kind of preprocessing for the automaton based on the gathered observations. These components also can employ FRI techniques.

Therefore the first step of the system state approximation is determining the similarities of the actual situation to the prerequisites of all the known behaviours. The task of symptom evaluation is basically a series of similarity checking between an actual symptom (observations of the actual situation) and a series of known symptoms (the prerequisites – symptom patterns – of the behaviour components). These symptom patterns are characterizing the systems states where the corresponding behaviours are valid. Based on these patterns, the evaluation of the actual symptom is done by calculating the similarity values of the actual symptom (representing the actual situation) to all the known symptoms patterns (the prerequisites of the known behaviours). There are many existing methods for fuzzy logic symptom evaluation. For example fuzzy classification methods e.g. the Fuzzy c-Means fuzzy clustering algorithm [7] can be adopted, where the known symptoms patterns are the cluster centers, and the similarities of the actual symptom to them can be fetched from the fuzzy partition matrix. On the other hand, having a simple situation, the fuzzy logic symptom evaluation could be an FRI model too.

One of the main difficulties of the system state approximation is the fact, that most cases the symptoms of the prerequisites of the known behaviours are strongly dependent on the actual behaviour of the system. Each of the behaviours has its own symptom structure. In other words, for the proper system state approximation the approximated system state is needed itself. A very simple way of solving this difficulty is the adaptation of fuzzy automaton. This case the state vector of the automaton is the approximated system state, and the state-transitions are driven by fuzzy reasoning (‘Fuzzy Reasoning (state-transition rule base)’ on Fig. 25.), as a decision based on the previous actual state (the previous iteration step of the approximation) and the results of the symptom evaluation.

5.3 Fuzzy automaton (fuzzy state machine)

As mentioned previously, the structure of the proposed model follows the behavior-based control concept [50], i.e. the actual behavior of the system is formed as a fusion of the known component behaviors appeared to be the most appropriate in the actual situation. For behavior fusion in the applied model the concept of the ‘Fuzzy Automaton’ is adapted. Numerous versions and understanding of the fuzzy automaton can be found in the literature (a good overview can be found in [10]). The most common definition of Fuzzy Finite-state Automaton (FFA, summarized in [10]) is defined by a tuple (according to [5], [10] and [49]):

$$\tilde{F} = (Q, \Sigma, \delta, R, Z, \omega), \quad (42)$$

where \( Q \) is a finite set of states, \( Q=\{q_1,q_2,...,q_n\} \), \( \Sigma \) is a finite set of input symbols, \( \Sigma=\{a_1,a_2,...,a_m\} \), \( R \in Q \) is the (possibly fuzzy) start state of \( \tilde{F} \), \( Z \) is a finite set of output symbols, \( Z=\{b_1,b_2,...,b_n\} \), \( \delta:Q \times \Sigma \times Q \rightarrow [0,1] \) is the fuzzy transition function which is used to map a state (current state) into another state (next state) upon an input symbol, attributing a
value in the fuzzy interval [0,1] to the next state, and is \( \omega: Q \rightarrow Z \) the output function which is used to map a (fuzzy) state to the output.

Extending the concept of FFA from finite set of input symbols to finite dimensional input values turns to the following:

\[
\tilde{F} = (S, X, \delta, P, Y, \omega),
\]

where \( S \) is a finite set of fuzzy states, \( S = \{ \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_m \} \), \( X \) is a finite dimensional input vector, \( X = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m \} \), \( P \in S \) is the fuzzy start state of \( \tilde{F} \), \( Y \) is a finite dimensional output vector, \( Y = \{ y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_i \} \), \( \delta: S \times X \rightarrow S \) is the fuzzy state-transition function which is used to map the current fuzzy state into the next fuzzy state upon an input value, and \( \omega: S \times X \rightarrow Y \) is the output function which is used to map the fuzzy state and input to the output value. See e.g. on Fig. 26.

In case of fuzzy rule based representation of the state-transition function \( \delta: S \times X \rightarrow S \), the rules have \( n + m \) dimensional antecedent space, and \( n \) dimensional consequent space. Applying classical fuzzy reasoning methods, the complete state-transition rule base size can be approximated by the following formula:

\[
|R| = n \cdot i^n \cdot j^m,
\]

where \( n \) is the length of the fuzzy state vector \( S \), \( m \) is the input dimension, \( i \) is the number of the term sets in each dimensions of the state vector, and \( j \) is the number of the term sets in each dimensions of the input vector.

According to (44) the state-transition rule-base size is exponential with the length of the fuzzy state vector and the number of the input dimensions. Applying FRI methods for the state-transition function fuzzy model can dramatically reduce the rule base size. See e.g. [32], where the originally exponential sized state-transition rule base of a simple heuristical model turned to be polynomial thanks to the FRI.

In case of direct application of the suggested FRI based Fuzzy Automaton for behavior-based control structures, the output function \( \omega: S \times X \rightarrow Y \) can be decomposed to parallel component behaviors and an independent behavior fusion. In this case the structure of the above introduced fuzzy automaton can turn to a very similar form as it is expected in behavior-based control (see Fig. 27 and Fig. 25.). Some more details of the model implementation can be found in [77], [78] and [80].
Fig. 26. FRI based Fuzzy Automaton.

Fig. 27. The suggested FRI behaviour-based structure.
5.4 Simulation of the ‘Strange Situation Test’ (SST)

The ethological test procedure presented here has been developed for studying the affiliative relationship between a dog and its owner. The procedure is made up from seven episodes, each lasting 2 minutes, where the dog is in different situations: first with the owner, then with a stranger, or alone (according to a pre-defined protocol). Through the test, the dog’s behavior is evaluated mainly focusing on dogs’ responses related to their proximity seeking with the owner [63].

In the first episode of the test, the dog and the owner are in the test room. First the owner is passive, and then he/she stimulates playing. The second episode is where the stranger comes into the room and starts to stimulate play with the dog. Then the owner leaves the room, so in the third episode the dog is separated from the owner; the stranger tries to play with the dog then sits for a while and offers petting. The owner comes back in the beginning of the fourth episode, this is the first reunion. Meanwhile the stranger leaves the room and the dog is with the owner for two minutes. Then the owner also leaves, so in the fifth episode the dog is alone in the room. In the next episode the stranger returns and tries to stimulate playing or comfort the dog by petting it. The returning of the owner marks the beginning of the last episode. The stranger leaves the room, the owner interacts with the dog for two minutes and the test ends.

During evaluation, ethologists record pre-defined behavioral variables for describing the dogs’ responses related to both the owner and the stranger and they analyze data to reveal significant differences in behaviors showed towards the two persons.

This complex ethological model has been implemented based on the presented structure. The agent controlled by the model is the representation of the dog, other participants in the test are behaving according to a programmed scenario or are controlled by a human operator. This agent can execute a set of behaviours (moving towards specified objects, pick up or drop the toy object, wag its tail, etc.), some of them can be active and executed in parallel in the same time, but most of them are blocking each other, this latter situation is handled by the behaviour fusion component.

The model is basically designed for simulating the dog’s behaviour in the test described in [63], but the model is flexible enough to react in an ethologically correct way for arbitrary situations.

A framework for simulating the environment hence the inputs (observations from the environment) and for visualization and behaviour evaluation (updating the environment and system states) has been developed. A simplified block diagram of the structure of the implemented simulation is shown in Fig. 28. The framework also simulates the participants in the test as objects with all the required data (position information, state, etc.). The participants can be controlled by an operator via the user interface or by a pre-defined scenario definition playback file, which is useful when testing requires exactly same inputs in every test iteration.
A screenshot of the simulation framework is shown in Fig. 29., where a room can be seen viewed from above, where the interactions take place. The humans are symbolized with squares, the blue square represents the owner of the dog, the magenta square represents a human unfamiliar (stranger) to the dog. The dog is represented by two circles, the large circle is the body of the dog, the smaller circle is the head of the dog, which is useful for visualizing the direction of the dog A thin green line on the dog’s body represents the tail of dog, which can change its length and also its angle (tail wagging). The color of the dog is dynamically changing showing the actual anxiety level of the dog. The room has a door where the human participants can leave or enter the room, the dog cannot go outside. Also a toy object is present (small blue circle, with a hole inside), which can be picked up and dropped by all the participants.

The other labels and vertical sliders are for displaying the actual states of the fuzzy automaton and also the observer module. The buttons, horizontal sliders are for the operator of the simulation for setting parameters, starting/stopping the simulation, etc.

In the followings some example behaviours from the system and their definitions are presented.

The first example behaviour set is built upon two separate component behaviours, namely ‘DogExploresTheRoom’ and ‘DogGoesToDoor’. The ‘DogExploresTheRoom’ is an exploration dog activity, in which the dog ‘looks around’ in an unknown environment (see the track marked with white in Fig. 30.). The ‘DogGoesToDoor’ is a simple dog activity, in
which the dog goes to the door, and than stands (sits) in front of it (waiting for its owner to show up again). The definition of the related state-transition FRI rules of the fuzzy automaton acts as behaviour coordination in this example.

Fig. 29. Screenshot of the simulation application

Fig. 30. A sample track induced by the exploration behaviour component
The states concerned are the following:

- ‘Hidden’ states, which have no direct task in controlling any of the above mentioned behaviours, but has an importance in the state-transition rule base: ‘Missing the owner mood of the Dog’ (DogMissTheOwner) and ‘Anxiety level of the Dog’ (DogAnxietyLevel).

- ‘Normal’ states, which have a direct task in controlling the corresponding ‘DogExploresTheRoom’ and ‘DogGoesToDoor’ behaviours: ‘Going to the door mood of the Dog’ (DogGoesToDoor) and ‘Room exploration mood of the Dog’ (DogExploresTheRoom).

As a possible rule base structure for the state-transitions of the fuzzy automaton, the following is defined (considering only the states and behaviours for this example):

- State-transition rules related to the missing the owner mood (state) of the Dog:
  - If OwnerInTheRoom=False Then DogMissTheOwner=Increasing
  - If OwnerInTheRoom=True Then DogMissTheOwner=Decreasing

- State-transition rules related to the anxiety level (state) of the Dog:
  - If OwnerToDogDistance=Small And Human2ToDogDistance=High Then DogAnxietyLevel=Decreasing
  - If OwnerToDogDistance=High And Human2ToDogDistance=Low Then DogAnxietyLevel=Increasing

- State-transition rules related to the going to the door mood (state) of the Dog:
  - If OwnerInTheRoom=False And DogMissTheOwner=High Then DogGoesToDoor=High
  - If OwnerInTheRoom=True Then DogGoesToDoor=Low

- State-transition rules related to the room exploration mood (state) of the Dog:
  - If DogAnxietyLevel=Low And OwnerStartsGame=False And ThePlaceIsUnknown=High Then DogExploresTheRoom=High
  - If ThePlaceIsUnknown=Low Then DogExploresTheRoom=Low
  - If DogAnxietyLevel=High Then DogExploresTheRoom=Low

The text in italic represent the linguistic terms (fuzzy sets) of the FRI rule base.
Also it should be noted that the rule base is sparse, containing the main state-transition FRI rules only.

A sample run of the example is introduced in Fig. 30. and in Fig. 31. At the beginning of the scene, the owner is in the room and the stranger is outside. The place is unknown for the dog (‘ThePlaceIsUnknown=High’ in the rule base). According to the above rule base, the dog starts to explore the room (see Fig. 30.). After a little while the owner of the dog leaves the room, and then the stranger enters and stays inside (dashed white tracks in Fig. 31.). As an effect of the changes (according to the above state-transition rule base), the anxiety level of the dog and the ‘Missing the owner’ state is increasing and as a result, the dog goes to
and stays at the door (white track in Fig. 31.), where its owner has left the room. See the state changes in Fig. 32.

**Fig. 31.** A sample track induced by the ‘DogGoesToDoor’ behaviour component

**Fig. 32.** Some of the state changes during the sample run introduced in Fig. 31.

Fig. 32. shows the values of four state variables on a time scale (iteration number). Two immediate changes can be seen which are both caused by events related to the movement of the owner. First when the dog realizes that the owner is heading for the door (around the 200th iteration) the exploration rate drops rapidly and the rate of the ‘DogGoesToOwner’ behaviour component is high, till the owner finally leaves the room (around the 250th iteration). When the owner had left the room, the ‘DogGoesToDoor’ behaviour component
will be active, causing the value of the ‘Missing the owner’ state to increase. At the same time the anxiety level of the dog also increases with the leaving of the owner.

In the second example the ‘DogGoesToOwner’ behaviour will be presented in details from another point of view than the previous example. As its name suggests, this behaviour component is responsible for determining the need to go to the owner for the dog. The description of this behaviour component is more complex than the rule base in the previous example. The complete rule base for the ‘DogGoesToOwner’ behaviour is shown in Table 10, where the last column means the consequent part, all the other columns are antecedent dimensions (the ‘x’ value in the rule description means that the value of that antecedent is omitted while reasoning – does not have effect in the rule). The explanation of the terms used in the rule base is the following (‘observation’ in this case means that the value is gathered (measured) directly from the environment, ‘previous state’ means that the value was calculated in the previous iteration as a conclusion of a rule base):

- **dgtd** – previous state – dog goes to door rate (zero-large) – see Fig. 36. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **dgto** – previous state – dog goes to owner rate (zero-large) – see Fig. 36. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **oir** – observation – owner is inside (true-false) – see Fig. 33. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **ddo** – observation – distance between dog and owner (zero-large) – see Fig. 34. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **dgtt** – previous state – dog goes to toy rate (zero-large) – see Fig. 33. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **dgro** – previous state – dog greets owner rate (zero-large) – see Fig. 33. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **dpmo** – previous state – dog’s playing mood rate with the owner (zero-large) – see Fig. 33. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **dpms** – previous state – dog’s playing mood rate with the stranger (zero-large) – see Fig. 33. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **danl** – previous state – dog’s anxiety level (zero-large) – see Fig. 35. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **ogo** – observation – owner is going outside (true-false) – see Fig. 33. for the corresponding fuzzy partition
- **dgto (consequent)** – next state – dog goes to owner rate (zero-large) (output)
Table 10. Rule base for the ‘DogGoesToOwner’ behaviour component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>dgtd</th>
<th>dgto</th>
<th>oir</th>
<th>ddo</th>
<th>dgtt</th>
<th>dgro</th>
<th>dpmo</th>
<th>dpms</th>
<th>danl</th>
<th>ogo</th>
<th>dgto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dgtdl</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgttz</td>
<td>dgrdol</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgttz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>danl</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgttz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgroz</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>danl</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgroz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgtth</td>
<td>dgroz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dgroz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
<td>dgtoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ddoz</td>
<td>dgttz</td>
<td>dgroz</td>
<td>dpmo</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>dgtdz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>oirt</td>
<td>ddol</td>
<td>dgttz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>dpmsz</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ogo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rules can be interpreted as the following textual description, in the corresponding order:

1. dog goes to door → do not go to owner
2. dog should greet the owner → go to owner
3. dog is nervous → go to owner
4. dog’s playing mood with owner is high → go to owner
5. owner is going out of the room → go to owner (follow the owner)
6. dog is calm and dog is not playing and not greeting → do not go to owner
7. owner outside → do not go to owner (can’t go to the owner)
8. dog is going to the toy → do not go to owner
9. dog's playing mood with stranger is high → do not go to owner
10. already going to owner and owner is near → do not go to owner (arrived at the owner)
11. already going to owner and owner is far → going to owner (keep on going)

The presented rule base is suitable to define a complex behaviour component with only eleven rules in spite of the relatively high antecedent dimension count (ten variables) thanks to the usage of FRI. In Fig. 33. through Fig. 36. the fuzzy partitions used for the various antecedents are presented. From top to bottom the curves in the mentioned figures show the membership functions, the scaling functions (see FIVE FRI in Chapter II.) and the reconstructed membership functions (based on the scaling function). As it can be seen most of the fuzzy partitions are simple (six of the nine antecedents use the same simple fuzzy partition), consisting of only two triangular fuzzy sets with their cores at 0 and 1, and steepness of 1 on the right and the left side respectively. This is true also for the other rule
bases in the model, most of the antecedent variables are defined by fuzzy partitions exactly like the one shown in Fig. 33.

Most of the behaviour components defined in the system are responsible for coordinating the movement (heading direction) of the dog, which must be aggregated by some kind of behaviour fusion. The simulation uses a simple weighted sum of the currently required behaviour components for determining the movement vector of the agent. Other behaviour components can be executed in parallel with movement related components. Also there are rule bases which are responsible for calculating the rate of behaviour components which are not directly executed, but instead their values are used by other rule bases as input values (in a hierarchical manner). E.g. the ‘DogGreetsOwner’ component is not executed directly, as shown in Table 10. the consequent of ‘DogGreetsOwner’ is used as an input value in the rule base of the ‘DogGoesToOwner’ behaviour component, hence the actual output behaviour will be triggered by the activation of the ‘DogGoesToOwner’ behaviour component.

The model can be customized for different types of dogs. The system provides three factors for customization (‘Parameters’ in Fig. 28.), which can be set in the interval [0, 1]: ‘Anxiety’, ‘Acceptance’, and ‘Attachment’. The ‘Anxiety’ parameter defines the level of anxiety of the dog on a scale between calm and nervous, ‘Acceptance’ defines the level of the dog’s acceptance towards the stranger (between friendly and unfriendly), ‘Attachment’ defines the level of attachment of the dog to its owner (between weak and strong attachment). In fact these parameters are not directly used in the behaviour description rule bases. Secondary variables are calculated first based on the three parameters. Then these secondary parameters are used in the corresponding fuzzy rule bases. The three external parameters (‘Anxiety’, ‘Attachment’, ‘Acceptance’) mentioned earlier are used as antecedents in various rule bases, which have the task of determining the values of secondary parameters. These secondary parameters are then directly used as antecedents in the rule bases of the fuzzy automaton driving the simulation. These calculated secondary parameters are the following:

- Play without the owner (when the owner is outside)
- Do not play with the stranger (even when it could be possible)
- Run in circles (caused by anxiety) when stranger is inside
- Run in circles (caused by anxiety) when the dog is alone
- Base rate of greeting the stranger
- Base rate of greeting the owner
- Base rate of following the stranger, when he/she is leaving the room
- Base rate of greeting the owner, when he/she is leaving the room
- Base rate of stress (anxiety)
- Base rate of standing at the door
- Base rate of standing at the door, even when the owner is inside
- Base rate of passivity
This hierarchical strategy is useful for minimizing the input dimensions of the rule bases (one input variable is used instead of three input values in this case), hence fewer rules are required. The values of the secondary parameters are also calculated using fuzzy rule interpolation, each secondary parameter having its own rule base for determining the exact value based on the three input parameters. These are calculated at the time of initialization before starting the simulation, but can be also adjusted while the simulation is running, allowing the operator to switch between different types of dogs in real-time.

A distinct, but important part of the framework is the so called observer module (see Fig. 28.), which has the task of evaluating the model (the correctness of the constructed rule bases) itself. The observer module only gets information from the environment (just what an outsider would see), no data about the inner states of the fuzzy automaton or behaviour weights are supplied to the observer. Based on these observations the observer module is able to determine what kind of activity is going on in the simulation. It can distinguish among ‘playing’, ‘exploring’, ‘standing at door’ and ‘passive’ states. If the dog is in contact (close the human and looking at the human) with the owner or the stranger, that is also measured and logged. Furthermore a special scoring system developed by ethologists used for evaluating the separation and reunion episodes (human leaves dog / human comes back) is also implemented in the observer module. Also the overall time spent in the various states along the different episodes is measured. A summary of the measurements and the scores is calculated at the end of the simulation, which can be directly used by ethologist experts to evaluate the simulated dog in the same manner as they would with real dogs.

As the implementation of the simulation fits the requirements of the usability of the optimizations presented for the FIVE FRI in Chapter IV., hence those are successfully applied (except the optimization especially for FRIQ-learning) in the implementation of the simulation model, making it significantly faster for the end user.
Fig. 33. Fuzzy partition of the following terms:
dgro - dog greets owner,
dpmo - dog’s playing mood with the owner,
dpms - dog’s playing mood with the stranger,
dgtt - dog goes to toy,
dgtd - dog goes to door,
oir - owner is inside,
ogo - owner is going outside

Fig. 34. Fuzzy partition of the term ddo (distance between dog and owner)
Fig. 35. Fuzzy partition of the term $danl$ (dog’s anxiety level)

Fig. 36. Fuzzy partition of the term $dgto$ (dog is going to owner)
5.5 Interfaces for the simulation

The following subchapters present the human-robot interfaces developed for the previously introduced simulation model. These interfaces have been originally introduced in [87].

5.5.1 The original 2D interface

As presented earlier, the original interface for the test procedure is a simple two dimensional plan view displaying the test room and the participants (a screenshot of the application screen is shown in Fig. 29.). It was intended only for testing and development purposes for engineers.

The main area is the test room with a door leading outside. The two human participants are symbolized by the two filled rectangles, the blue one is the owner and the magenta is the stranger. The circular shaped object is the dog, which also has a head and tail sub-object. The head is used for determining the orientation of the dog. Also a toy object is defined, which can be used for interaction between the participants. The objects can be controlled using conventional personal computer input devices (e.g. mouse and keyboard). And of course according to the ethological test procedure the humans can be controlled automatically based on a text script file defining the scenario to be played. This way the dog will act according to the model, in real-time.

The user interface of the simulation application also incorporates ways to give information on the inner states of the model, which is useful for engineers. The various states of the fuzzy automaton are shown in real-time on slider widgets, also a text-box can be found in the center which logs the occurred events.

To help in easier testing for ethologists, an object control and movement recording feature was incorporated. An ethologist at a remote location can record the exact coordinates and movement of the objects, this way, ethologists can exactly show where and what adjustments are required to improve the model and also in case of errors, those will be reproducible.

Also the application has a sophisticated observer module (see previous subchapter), which evaluates the behaviour of the dog based only on data which can be observed from the outside, without knowing any information of the states of the model. This observer module is a key part in the evaluation of the whole model’s correctness.

5.5.2 The 3D Virtual Collaboration Arena interface

The Virtual Collaboration Arena (VirCA) [64] is a modular, easy to use 3D framework supporting the development of augmented reality applications. The augmented reality, the mixture of real and virtual environments, gives the unbeatable chance for experiencing the most realistic direct personal interaction with a virtual entity available only in a virtual environment.

The main idea of VirCA is to place physical devices in a computer generated virtual space, where objects can interact. These objects are called CyberDevices and can be either
representations of physically existing objects or completely virtual objects. VirCA is a mixture of different technologies. For visualization it uses a 3D engine called OGRE 3D (Object-Oriented Graphics Rendering Engine, see [22] for details), which is a scene-oriented, flexible 3D engine designed to make it easier and more intuitive for developers to produce applications utilizing hardware-accelerated 3D graphics. Also a component called Bullet is integrated, which is an open source physics engine featuring 3D collision detection, soft body dynamics, and rigid body dynamics. VirCA can connect research groups and distant laboratories (devices) over the Internet using standard protocols. For communication between the components the Robot Technology Middleware (RTM) [1] is applied. RTM communication is based on the well-known CORBA middleware, but can also make use of the flexible communication channels of the Internet Communication Engine (ICE) [40]. According to the RTM concept, the VirCA is also an RT-Component, which brings the components together and provides a simple to use visualization and user interface by utilizing the aforementioned technologies.

This way VirCA can provide a solution for the users to collaborate with each other to control physically existing devices remotely in an easy to use mixed real and virtual 3D environment. For example when industrial robots are working in dangerous environments the presence of human operators is an unnecessary risk. In this case the devices can be controlled with methods close to real world methods, avoiding direct human presence.

To apply the services provided by VirCA, special VirCA interfaces (RTM) are needed in the actual programming environment. The original simulation application was implemented in MATLAB, which has no native RTM interface (which could be used for direct VirCA communication). Hence an intermediate adapter was developed, which acts as a proxy between the two systems. For communication between the proxy and the simulation application, the standardized UDP (User Datagram Protocol) over IP (Internet Protocol) was chosen to be used.

As described earlier, the three participants of the test procedure are the dog, the owner and the stranger. On the original 2D interface these are represented with very simple objects. The two human objects can be freely controlled by the operator of the application, but it can be also controlled by the simulation application based on the pre-defined commands stored in a simple script text file. The movement and behavior of the dog object is strictly controlled by the application, as this is the main purpose of the implemented model.

These objects we are referring to are called CyberDevices in the VirCA terminology. Each CyberDevice has its own function and ports. For example, the dog component is responsible for receiving and processing messages from the MATLAB simulation program, and then it has to send the rescaled and recalculated coordinates to the VirCA component via RTM protocol.

In the original standalone MATLAB model the dog is composed from two circular objects, the body and the head (see Fig. 29). However in VirCA, the dog is one solid detailed dog shaped object with head, torso, legs and tail. The position of the dog’s head and the dog’s body from the 2D space is used for calculating the orientation of the dog. This additional value is required for displaying the 3D dog object properly.
The owner and stranger components are like the same from the viewpoint of CyberDevice communication, but the reverse directions also have to be handled. This latter means that users can interact with these objects in the VirCA augmented space and the new positions should be transferred back to the MATLAB model. The dog component communicates only one-way, from MATLAB to VirCA. The new coordinates of the dog object are calculated by the model based on the observations and the inner system states. The toy component is somewhat different, in addition to handling the coordinate conversions between the two environments. The toy object can be picked up, dropped and thrown by the other participants.

The virtual room in the augmented VirCA environment was constructed resembling to the real laboratory room used for conducting the real test. Fig. 37. shows a screenshot of the model running in the VirCA environment. For more details on the interface between MATLAB and VirCA see [85], [86] and [89].

![Fig. 37. The 3D VirCA interface of the simulation application](image)
5.6 Intelligent Space interfaces

Intelligent Space [43] (iSpace) reverses the traditional concept of robot development. Traditionally the control logic, sensors, etc. are built into the robot hardware itself. Intelligent Space instead embeds sensors into the environment, centralizes the control logic, and the robot hardware itself becomes only an actuator. This makes robot hardware simpler, more complex processing and more resources can be allocated for the control logic, cooperation can be also simpler, because it can be coordinated centrally. The drawback could be that robots lose their independence this way, and also Intelligent Spaces are not easy to mobilize, and could not be used in every environment (e.g. open air spaces).

An interface incorporating the Intelligent Space concept has been developed for the model of the test, this will be described in the following subchapter.

5.6.1 ‘MOGI robi’

The ‘MOGI robi’ is a robot hardware [30] especially built as an interface for the presented ethological test procedure simulation. The robot hardware was designed at the Budapest University of Technology, in the Department of Mechatronics, Optics, and Mechanical Engineering Informatics (in Hungarian the abbreviation of the name of the department is MOGI, also the word ‘robi’ is a nickname for robot, hence the name ‘MOGI robi’).

Connecting the ‘MOGI robi’ and the simulation application together, takes the incarnation of the model to a higher level. Ethologists can conduct real-life tests in a real test room, with real human participants, exactly as the same way they would do it with a real dog.

The ‘Intelligent Space’ setup consists of three separate parts in this case: the robot hardware, a vision system, and the simulation application itself. See Fig. 38. for a schematic diagram.

The robot hardware, ‘MOGI robi’ is based on holonomic wheel drive (three separate wheels), hence it can move in 3 degrees of freedom (3DoF). The robot has a separate head part, which can be controlled also in 3DoF. Another important part of the robot is a gripper, which is used for grabbing and releasing the toy. It is also equipped with a sophisticated mechanical tail for mood expression. Fig. 39. shows the ‘MOGI robi’ [30].

The vision system uses ordinary video cameras to gather samples of the environment. The participants have to be tagged with different coloured independent light sources, so they can be identified and positioned in the given space by the vision system. The simulation application has been extended to be able to communicate with the vision system and to control the robot hardware.

As for the vision system, the communication is only one way. The vision system periodically sends the actually sensed positions of the various objects participating in the simulation. This is achieved by sending data encapsulated in UDP over IP, similarly to the VirCA interface described earlier. The simulation application checks for the received UDP packets periodically (at a lower rate than the packets are sent). As only the newest position
information is required, in case of multiple packets are received, all of them are dropped except the latest one.

As for the robot hardware the communication is bi-directional, which is physically realized by communicating via a Bluetooth adapter. The simulation application sends the rates of the required behaviour to a bridge application using UDP packets. After the bridge application converts the received behaviour rates to a movement vector or other action, it sends the desired position to the robot via the Bluetooth adapter, which is accessed as a simple serial port (RS-232) device. The desired position cannot be always reached in time because of several possible reasons, e.g. small unseen obstacles, rough terrain, not enough acceleration, etc. In this case ‘in time’ means the time till the execution of the next iteration cycle of the simulation application. In every iteration, data from the vision system are received, this way the simulation application can check whether the robot reached the desired position or not (or maybe overrun on it). Based on the new data the application can recalculate and send the new desired direction to the robot hardware.

![Diagram of MOGI robi in Intelligent Space](image)

**Fig. 38.** Schematic diagram of the ‘MOGI robi’ in Intelligent Space
The mechanical tail of the robot is also controlled by the simulation application, based on the output of the model, the actual wagging rate and the length of the dog’s tail is sent and interpreted by the robot.

The toy gripper has to be activated by the simulation application also. First the model commands the robot to go for the toy object and when the robot gets near the toy, the bridge application drives the robot into the correct position and orientation and activates the gripper (open/close) to grab the toy. Releasing the toy is a simpler task, because it can be done practically in any position, but considerations have to be made, because after opening the gripper, the robot has to move backwards to free the toy.

Data can be received from the robot hardware also. This is mainly used for checking that the robot is online, ready for duty, charge level of the batteries, etc. The current estimated position can be queried from the robot (based on a reference starting point and the occurred movement since the start), which can be useful in some temporary cases when the robot cannot be seen by the vision system (e.g. other participants are blocking the sight).

5.6.2 A monitoring system for home-care support

To further demonstrate ethologically inspired robotics, another robot hardware working in Intelligent Space is presented in this section. This system is not intended to be used by ethologists, but a real-life application of the concept of ethologically inspired robot design.

A monitoring system intended for home-care was developed [48] at the Human-System Laboratory, Department of Precision Mechanics, Chuo University in Tokyo, Japan, which applies an ethologically inspired approach for human-robot communication. The main task
of this monitoring system is to monitor elderly people, and in case an unusual event occurs (e.g. person lying on floor or person is at a forbidden location) alert a caregiver person.

The system is based on the concept of the model presented earlier, of course with different rule bases.

As opposed to ‘MOGI robi’, instead of using a vision system with cameras for gathering the positions of the participants in Intelligent Space, an ultrasonic positioning system was constructed. This overcomes the problem of tagging participants with constant light markers, which can be uncomfortable for them. The ultrasonic transmitters can be worn hanging in the neck without disturbing the comfort of the subject.

The robot hardware consists of a Pioneer3-DX platform and a Nabaztag, see Fig. 40. This robot is used to deliver alerts to a caregiver person. Alerts can be expressed in different ways. For more details on this monitoring system see [48].

![Fig. 40. The robot hardware used in the monitoring system [48]](image)

### 5.7 Summary

A working ethologically inspired model built on fuzzy rule interpolation based fuzzy automaton was successfully constructed. The rule bases of the fuzzy automaton were constructed based on knowledge extracted from an ethologist expert. The rule bases describe various behaviour components of a dog in the strange situation test, which is a standard ethological test procedure applied on dogs. The system consists of many rule bases, one rule base for each and every behaviour component, some of them are arranged in a hierarchical fashion, rule bases can use the output of another rule base as an input. For every behavior component a weight for the necessity of execution of the corresponding
behaviour is calculated. Based on these weights the final behaviour components should be selected. There are behaviour components which can be executed in parallel, but some of them are contradicting each other. Resolving these contradictions is the task of the behaviour fusion part in the model. Having chosen and merged the final behaviour components and all the states are updated, the required behaviour components can be executed by the agent (dog).

A corresponding framework was also developed which makes the operation of the model possible. The main task of the framework is to simulate the measurement from the environment (simulate inputs data) and to simulate the execution of the commands from the fuzzy automaton (simulate the processing of outputs). Via the framework an operator person can interact with model and see the results in real-time.

A separate module in the framework, the observer module was implemented with the purpose of evaluating the correctness of the model. The observer can determine the current action of the dog, also can measure the times spent with the different actions. Based on the measured times ethologists can evaluate the model and the agent itself, in the same manner as they would do with real dogs.

Various interfaces were developed for this simulation, including the original 2D interface intended for developers, also a 3D ‘virtual reality’ interface using the VirCA system. Furthermore, robot hardware was also constructed, which is controlled remotely by this simulation application.

The scientific results of the work presented in this chapter (see [86], [87], [77], [78], [79], [80], [85] and [89] for in-depth details) summarized as a thesis is the following:

**Thesis III.** Based on descriptive verbal ethological models, which have simple rule-based knowledge representation format and where the completeness of the rule-base is not required, the Fuzzy Rule Interpolation-based fuzzy automaton (fuzzy state machine) extended with a capable behaviour fusion engine is suitable for describing ethologically inspired behaviour models. I concluded that the human-dog version of the ‘Strange Situation Test’ can be modeled using FRI-based fuzzy automata by transforming the initially verbal model to a fuzzy model and defining the appropriate behaviour components along with the strategy of behaviour fusion.
Contributions and future research directions

This work contributes to the field of fuzzy systems (especially fuzzy rule interpolation), reinforcement learning and also simulation.

A novel method, the FRIQ-learning (Fuzzy Rule Interpolation-based Q-learning) has been developed, along with methods to create minimal sized rule bases for operating the system. This method not only allows the original Q-learning method to be used in continuous spaces, but makes it possible to use spare fuzzy rule bases with reinforcement learning, thanks to fuzzy rule interpolation. This way only the cardinal rules have to be present in the rule base, the derivable and unnecessary rules can be omitted, which makes the overall rule base size significantly smaller. An extension of the method for creating minimal sized rule bases automatically works by incrementally constructing then decrementally reducing the rule base. Starting with a minimal, generated rule base, the method inserts new rules or updates the existing rules based on the rewards gathered in each and every iteration step. The incrementally constructed rule base can contain rules, which were only necessary during the construction, but not in the final rule base, these rules can be identified and removed by the decremental reduction strategy. See Thesis I. and Thesis II. below, and also the third chapter for detailed description of the methods.

The incorporated fuzzy rule interpolation method, FIVE, has been successfully optimized specifically for FRIQ-learning, taking the performance of the method to a higher level. See the fourth chapter for in-depth discussion.

Furthermore an ethologically inspired behaviour model using fuzzy rule interpolation based fuzzy automata for handling the state-transitions in a standard ethological test was developed along with a sophisticated framework. The model incorporates the rules for controlling an agent, which behaves like a dog in given situations in a standard ethological test, the strange situation test. The model can be operated by an ethologist expert in real time via the developed framework, or via other software and hardware interfaces specially developed for this model. Details on the structure of the model can be found in the fifth chapter, and also see Thesis III. below.

Regarding further research possibilities in the future, investigation of the possibilities of automatic knowledge extraction in ethologically inspired models seems promising.

Extracting expert knowledge in the form of verbal rules is not necessarily possible in every case, because the principles of operation of certain behaviours and function could be unknown or unavailable. Instead, expert knowledge should be extracted in the form of defining the desired goals of the various behaviour components. If these desired goals can be composed as reward functions in a given state-action space, then FRIQ-learning can be applied for automatic construction of rule bases for the behaviour components. This way the extracted expert knowledge can be transformed into a rule-based knowledge representation form. Furthermore, with the help of the decremental reduction method the rule base possibly can be made so small, that the principles of operation can be directly extracted in a human readable form.
Also it could be worth investigating the possibilities of developing additional strategies for the incremental construction and decremental reduction of FRI rule bases used in FRIQ-learning. These could include adding and removing groups of rules at once, which could be an efficient way of improving the performance of the methods. Also different rule insertion and removal policies could be investigated.

The scientific results of the research presented in this work summarized as these can be read in the followings:

**Thesis I.:**

The FIVE based fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) model is suitable for describing the Q function of the Q-learning method (FRIQ-learning). I concluded that describing the Q function with the FIVE based FRI model results in a possible continuous space extension of the action-state space, where the original Q-learning algorithm was defined in discrete action-state space. Furthermore I concluded, that describing the Q function with the FIVE based FRI model allows the omission of some (redundant) states, that is, the simplification of the model. Also, the FIVE FRI method can be specifically optimized for the proposed FRIQ-learning method.

**Thesis II.:**

In case of FRIQ-learning the cardinal rules, also the number of rules describing the action-state space (Q function) can be determined automatically (in an incremental/decremental fashion) in run-time with the appropriate evaluation of the reward function starting from an automatically generated base rule base. I concluded that the state-transition rule-base of the operating FRI-based fuzzy automaton can be extracted from the rule-based action-state space model created this way.

**Thesis III.:**

Based on descriptive verbal ethological models, which have simple rule-based knowledge representation format and where the completeness of the rule-base is not required, the Fuzzy Rule Interpolation-based fuzzy automaton (fuzzy state machine) extended with a capable behaviour fusion engine is suitable for describing ethologically inspired behaviour models. I concluded that the human-dog version of the ‘Strange Situation Test’ can be modeled using FRI-based fuzzy automata by transforming the initially verbal model to a fuzzy model and defining the appropriate behaviour components along with the strategy of behaviour fusion.
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